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City Proposes To Curb Summit Street
by Julia McLaughlin
News Editor
"The biggest security problem
we have at Trinity is parking, not
crime," Director of Security Michael Sehweighoffer told The Tripod last week.
Sehweighoffer was reacting to
the Gity of Hartford's plan to curb
Summit Street and in doing so
eliminate parking along that
street.
"The city has been planning to
create a more park-like situatton
on the escarpment top for about
fifteen years," said Vice-President
Smith when asked about the city's
plan. "The plan was. very expensive so it was never executed. But
this year there's money in the
budget to repave the street and
improve the appearance of the
area."
Smith and the Assistant to the
President Francis Hartmann

walked with the city planners
along Summit Street in an effort
to impress the planners with the
school's parking needs. The city
has not yet communicated the final
plan to Smith.
"We're very interested in hav'ing that area cleaned up," Smith
admitted.
Sehweighoffer estimated that
with the curbing of Summit Street,
at least one hundred parking
spaces will be eliminated. Obviously the elimination of so many
spots poses a serious problem for
the Trinity student, staff or vistor
looking for a place to park his car.
"Because of the possibility of a
reduction in the number of parking
places on Summit Street, we're
considering a plan now to utilize
the Broad and Vernon Street
parking lot," said Smith.
The Broad and Vernon Street
parking lot is estimated to hold 168
cars, with the option of expanding
the lot to create more spaces.
In a report on parking
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with immediately.
In order to remedy the parking
problem, Sehweighoffer suggests
in his report that "More eniphais
should be put on employee job enrichment than physical aesthetics.
More tarmac and less trees seems
inevitable."
Sehweighoffer proposed a parking lot be built behind the Elton
dormitory in order to provide more
, parking around the hub of activity.
He also sees that a ramp garage
should be in the long range plans.
Unlike Sehweighoffer, Smith is
more concerned with the asethetie
beauty of the campus, and for that
reason does not support the proposed Elton lot.
Yet both Sehweighoffer and
Smith recognize the problems involved with using the Broad-Vernon Street lot.

, The security precautions will be
costly. Smith estimates that t o '
maintain a guard full-time will cost
$70,000, plus another $10,000 in
expenses for TV cameras, lights,
paving, and fencing.
"If the City of Hartford ever decides to ban us from parking on
Summit Street, we can 'close
shop,' Sehweighoffer concluded
pessimistically in his report on the
parking situation.
'
. Smith is not nearly as pessimistic as Schweighoffer, but does see
the problem as a costly one. "What
kind of incentive can we offer to
students to get them to park down
in the Vernon and Broad lot? I.
think we'd need at least a $100
incentive, and that much money
would be a shock to the community
since our parking is relatively inexpensive now," noted Smith.

Seniors Win Trinity Games
by David Rubinger
Senior Staff Writer

Inside:

Crew Wins' Bronze and Silver
At Dad Vail

Sehweighoffer sent to Smith in
January, Sehweighoffer noted that
there are 832 parking spaces on
the Trinity campus (not including
parking along Summit Street).
There were 987 parking permits
issued to students this year, and
there are 427 active employees
who work at Trinity. Assuming
that most of those employees drive
to work, it is obvious that there is
a serious parking shortage at Trinity.
In that same report, Sehweighoffer. also notes that of the 832.
spaces available, many of these
spaces are impractical for Trinity
employees whose workplace is
concentrated along the Summit
Street area. Sehweighoffer sees
employee dissatisfaction with the '
parking situation as one problem
the administration needs, to deal

Trinity's Spring Weekend is
commonly known for its abuse of
any sort of alcohol, cheering for
bands youhave never heard of, and
eventually passing out in some
God-forsaken dump with a headache resembling that of a severe
brain tumor.
Silly you! While you were abusing your wonderful body, some
people were hard in training for
the second*annual Trinity Games.
The Trinity Games took place on

Sunday, with the soon-to-be-missed
seniors winning the over-all competition.
"Obviously, they spent the whole
weekend studying for eomps and
mentally preparing themselves for
the games,"- said.one jealous underclassman.
According to the Trinity Games'
marshalls, the deciding event was
the Long Walk Run, in which the
senior women were the deciding
factor, placing first and third in
the middle distance run.
Other classes fared well in the
competition though they did not
win the overall. The fearsome
freshmen were able .to squeek out

a victory in the tug-of-war competition ,-r- thanks to the help of
Spring Weekend Homecoming
Queen Helen Wheels.

••'•'•"•

A well-organized group of juniors were able to win the human
pyramid contest by just a few sec-,
onds. They defeated the defending
champion sophomore team. No
nice T-shirts for this disappointed :
crew. "I'm bumming," one player
commented.
So, the next time you see a classmate wearing a Trinity Games Tshirt, go up to that person andshake his Hand, and congratulate
that participant for a job well-done.
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The Senior Class Gift Committee
Strange Invaders 7:30 'A
'
"';
'1 thanks those persons listed below
(1983) Paul LeMat, Louise Fletcher, and Karen Allen star in a parody of
*• for their contributions to the Senthe 1950's science fiction movie. Suspense mixed with humor and spectacThe Trinity College Upward Bound £ ior Class Gift.
ular special effects. 93 minutes long.
Program needs tutors and coun- j: Victoria V. Arvanitis
#
The Terminator 9:20
selors for their seven-week sum- i Brooke B. Baldridge
mer program which begins June I Elizabeth A Barnett
24th. If you can relate to urban j. J. Hunter Barr
(1984) Arnold Schwartzenegger in a sci-fi fantasy as he convincingly
high school students and have an ji- David M. Blyn
portrays a murderous robot.
expertise in an area of cultural en- '- Martha L. Bonneville
OtieMlbHT
richment or physical education,
W0NP6R JU6T AtiP JUST
' Julie B. Breene
WHO H6 WAS WHATTHSY
. Melissa E. Brown
WITH/
Douglas G. Burbank
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(
James A. Butler
' Marc A. Chabot
The Woman In Red 7:30
mcep/m/rrcmzY
t Diann C. Chamberlain
,V Gary C. Christelis
(1984) Gene Wilder stars as just an ordinary guy who gets more than he
mm MAC&? mRI&HT
IN me Ffice / tm sowm
bargained for when he attempts to get over mid-life crisis. Gilda Radner
Rachel E. Clement
fteme ma m WHY mm/
and Charles Grodin also star.
Lee Coffin
m&mmt?
Leslie A. Cohn
Sarah Compton
The Falcon and the Snowman 9:15
Vander H. Corliss
Dwight B. Corning
(1984) True story of two young men who become hi-tech spies involved
Michael Connelly
with passing CIA secrets to the Soviets. Timothy Hutton and Sean Penn
Laura P. Couch
give solid performances.
Theodore S. Coxe
A. Royce Dalby
Gregory Davis
'•$
WASTHSRS
Lori A Davis
&
SIN f MOfflL
CORRUPTION f BUNHIBS
Grace E. DeMajewski j $
A Sunday In the Country 7:30
Franca Linda DeRosa |£j
William F. Detwiler
(1984, France) Intelligent film about art and painting, life and family
Catherine Dion
relationships. The film observes the life of an elderly painter, visited in
Eileen M. Durkin
, YOU
the country by his family.
Mara E. Eilenberg
YOU'RC OBVIOUSLY A
WOMAN,,: yes,., A SMOOTH,
Christopher J. Elliot
Passion
Lynn E. Elting
Martha J. Erskine
(1983 France) "Using a small group of absolutely splendid actors, who
Kimberly A. Ford
follow their leader with extraordinary confidence, Mr. Godard has made
Maria M. Formisano.
a funny, fractured, totally self-absorbed movie, without a real story, about
William R. Forte
the making of a movie that has no real story...the result is...an essay on
Kathryn C. Gerber
the artistic process...by which the movie is made;..MrrQodard remains iii
David M Gryboski
the vanguard." -Vincent Canbv,y NY ""'
^ „ , „
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Carnille A. Guthrie
Lauren A. Hargraves
U | Demonstration
Summer Sublet
Prudence G. Home
Gretchen G. Kimmick
;The Carlysle Library System will
Steven A. Kish
There is a room for three people,
\ be demonstrated in the library on
ii John.F. Klimczak
to live in the Tri Delta Sorority;
• May 14 and 15. Please call Jane
'( Matthew D. Lees
House for the summer. Rent is j
'< Willits (ext 302) if you wish to atAnn Marie Mallat
$160.00 per person per month. All
) tend on Tuesday. On Wednesday,
utilities included in the price exJane S. McDonough
(two terminals will be in the refercept for the phone. Full access to
Nancy B. McKeown
complete kitchen, bathroom, and *6j ence area for free use.
Catherine M. Millett
living room. If interested contact
Matthew T. Moore
Pam Ingersoll, box 196.
Pamela R. Nichols
Stephen Norton
t.
• 'H
David F. O'Donnell
\ Summer and permanent positions
'/y.-yl
Start
Your
Career
Frederick P. Parson
available with the Connecticut CitPeyson W. Potter
izen Action Group to effect proSarah E. Ragland
(ll £jS Earn money and work on a For=
gressive
changes
in
the
Samuel S. Reid
500 Companies' marketing
management of energy, toxic
Paul E, Renaud
waste, and utilities. Hours M-F 2J'i programs on campus! Part-Time
Iric L. Rex
Sal- 160-200/week plus bo- ;
Suzanne R. Rittenbert
Call 527-9231.
. ._.;,\'y£ n
David S. Robin
Howard J. Sadinsky
bibrary Hours
...A YUMMY...--SMACK/Katherine L. Schawb
Commencement Weekend
peuCIOUS...; SMACK/ i
Courtland P. Sears
6CRUMPTI0US... z SMACK/
Kristin L. Soltis
WOMAN...
,., Elaine Stampul
8: 30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday, May 22-24
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
_ Timothy Walsh
\
Closed
Saturday,
May
25
10:00
a.m.
5:00
p.m.
J C. Selden Wells
9:00 a . m . - 2:00 p . m .
Sunday, May 26
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
<N Louise Williams
• John T. Wilson
Thomas N, Wilson
Summer Hours

Thursday-Saturday

Sunday and Monday

BLOOM COUMTY

\} ('There have been 53 donors with a 'i
total of $995.00 contributed.
i, { Contact: Any member of the Sen- !
!
' ' ior Class Gift Committee, or Steve I
Norton or Camille Guthrie, CoChairmen.
, w i #*£«• ^

Monday, May 27 (Memorial Day)

Closed

Closed

May 28 - July 31
Tuesday- Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
12:00 noon - 4: 00 p.m.
Closed

8:00 a . m .
8:00 a . m .
Closed
Closed

4:15 p . m
1:00 p . m

Discovery Weekend

Friday, June 14 -Reunion weekend
Saturday, June 15 -Reunion "

8: 00 a.m. - 4: 30 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

8:00 a . m .
10:00 a . m .

4:30 p . m
4:00 p . m

On June 8 and 9 the Department
of Environmental Protection wit be
hosting an Outdoor Discovery
Weekend in Andover, Connecticut. Pre-registration and more information may be obtained by
writing DEP, Information and Education Unit, Rm. 108,165 Capitol
Avenue, Hartford, CT 06106,?
Attn: Family Outdoor Discovery ii
Program, or by calling 566-8108
v$i

Thursday, July 4 - Independence Day

'

,

•

*

*

*

;

.

m

Closed.

Closed

August 1-16
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday-Sunday

8:00 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.
8: 00 a.m. - 1:00 p . m .
Closed

8:00 a . m . - 4:15 p . m
8:00 a . m . - 1:00 p . m
Closed

August 19 - September 1
Monday-Friday
Saturday, August 31
Sunday, September 1

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Closed

8:30 a.m. .- 4:30 p.m
Closed
Closed

Monday, SeDtember

Resume Regular Hours
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, Resume Regular Hours
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Honors Day Award Recipients
The James Goodwin Greek Prizes
presented by Professor James R. Bradley
1st Prize — Not awarded this year
2nd Prize — Andreada Kapetanopoulou '87

The American Institute of Chemists Award
presented by Professor Henry A. DePhillips, Jr.
John V. Muntean '85
The Division of Analytical Chemistry of the American Chemical Society Award
presented by Professor David E. Henderson
George D. Banta '86

The Frank Urban, Jr. Memorial Prize in Greek
presented by Professor John C. Williams
Laurie Schwager '87

The Chemical Rubber Company Awards
presented by Professor James K. Heeren
Gwendolyn G. Heine '88
Christopher O'Donnell '87
Andrew R. Waxier '88

The Melvin W. Title Latin Prizes
presented by Melvin W. Title, Class of 1918
1st Prize -—James P. Sickinger '86
2nd Prize — Robert J. Meredith '87
The James A. Notopoulos Latin Prizes
• presented by Mrs. James A. Notopoulos
1st Prize — Robert DesMarais '88
2nd Prize — Laurie Schwager '87

The Louis Arrone, Class of 1977, Prize in Biochemistry
presented by Professor Henry A.. DePhillips, Jr.
Robert A. Moran '85
The Jerome P. Webster, Class of 1910, Student Book Collectors Prizes
presented by Ralph S. Emerick
1st Prize — Not awarded this year
2nd Prize — Gretchen J. Schoppert '85
3rd Prize — William G. Pinney'85
•

The Reverend Paul H. Barbour Prize in Greek*
presented by Professor Anthony D. Macro
James P. Sickinger '86
The Blanchard W . Means Prize in Philosophy
presented by Professor Helen S. Lang
1st Prize — Kenneth LeWinn Doroshow '85
2nd Prize — Diane Goldring '85

The Friends of Art Award for Art History
presented by Professor Michael R. T. Mahoney
Donna H. Gilbert'85

The Ruel Crompton Tuttle Prizes in English
presented by Professor James H. Wheatley
1st Prize — David P. Sagers '86
2nd Prize — Michael T. Gengras '86

The Friends of Art Award for Studio Art
Not awarded this year
The Anna C. Helman Prize for Painting
presented by Anna C. Helman
Laurie A. Maher '85

The John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry
presented by Professor Hugh S. Ogden
1st Prize - Meg E. Bishop '86
Kristine E. Smith '85
Joan W. Vincent IDP
2nd Prize — David C. Banta '87
Mara E. Eilenberg '85
Alyson L. Geller'85
Patrick Henry '86
m**f!M&<,rii Cji#s,A^ L£y4$cker^85
3rd Prize — Not awarded this year

The Fern D. Nye Award for Graphic Arts v
presented by Mrs. Edwin P. Nye
Rita V. Dietrich IDP
The Mitchel N. Pappas Memorial Prize
presented by Mrs. Mitchel N. Pappas
Stephen R. Drew '85
The Esther and Lloyd Cooper Prize in Fine Arts
presented by Professor Michael R.T. Mahoney
Anne C. Patterson '85

Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Prose Fiction
presented by Professor Thalia Selz
1st Prize — Elaine R. Budd IDP
Robert Peltier IDP
2nd Prize — Martin B. Bihl '85
Andrew B. Campbell'86
3rd Prize — Ann R. Coleman '87
Peter R. Eisler'85

The Samuel and Clara Hendel Book Prize
presented by Mrs. Samuel Hendel
Melissa J, Andora '85
The Samuel S. Fishzohn Award for Civil Rights and Community Service
presented by Mrs. Mollie Fishzohn
Civil Rights — Norma Aresti '85
Community Service—John G. Bonelli'85

Alumni Prizes in English Composition
presented by Professor Peter A. Lyons
1st Prize — Michael T. Gengras '86
2nd Prize — Martha J. Erskine '85

The Ronald H. Ferguson Prizes in French
presented by Professor Sonia M. Lee
1st Prize — Catherine H. Dion '85
2nd Prize — Orlando Gonzalez '85

The F.A. Brown Prizes for Public Speaking
presented by Professor Barbara M. Benedict
1st Prize — Samuel S. Reid '85
2nd Prize-Ralph McKee'87
3rd Prize - Phillips P. O'Brien '85

The Richard K. Morris Book Award for Excellence in Education
presented by Professor Richard K. Morris
Edith R. Harris'85 • .
.
The John C. Alexander Memorial Award
presented by Mrs. W. Alan Baumert
Rex R. Dyer'85
Sydney B. Fee'85

John Dando Prize
presented by Professor Dianne Hunter
Anne F. Kelso'87
The George E. Nichols, III Prizes in Theatre Arts
presented by Professor George E. Nichols, III
"'
"~
. istPrize — Karen J. Perlow '85
Gretcrffiu J7 -Sehoppert:'_85 •
2nd Prize—Not awarded this year
-•—The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama
presented by Professor Thalia Selz
1st Prize -Joyce E. Baker IDP
2nd Prize — Matthew T. Moore '85
3rd Prize - Martin B. Bihl '85

•

• •

The Ferguson Prizes for Economic Essays
presented by Professor William N. Butos
1st Prize - Mark W. Viklund'85
2nd Prize — Rosemary Maccarone IDP

' •

The J. Wendell Burger Prize in Biology
presented by Professor J. Wendell Burger
Mark G. Parker '85
Richard M. Shapiro '85
The Connecticut Valley Section of the American Chemical
Society Award
presented by Professor David E. Henderson
Courtland P. Sears '85
.

The Faculty
presented by Professor Francis J. Egan
Mark W. Viklund'85
John T. Wilson'85
"Trinity Papers", 1985 <
presented by President James F. English, Jr.
Gregory J. Accetta'85
.
Carol P. Adil IDP
:
MartriaJ. Erskine'85 .
James A. Ganz '87
Catherine S.Lewis '85
.
MicahLeiffNutt'85
Paul E. Renaud'85
Omar A. Shennib '85

,
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Honorary Degrees At Commencement 1 9 8 5
Trinity News Bureau

Trinity College will award seven
persons honorary degrees at the
College's 159th Commencement
Sunday, May 26,1985.
The name of the recipients were
announced to the faculty on May.
7th by Trinity College President
James F. English, Jr.
Those to be honored are: Dr. Arthur C. Banks, Jr., president of
Greater Hartford Community College; Walter C. Connolly, Jr.,
chairman of CBT Corporation; Dr.
Jill K. Conway, president of Smith
College; Ellen Goodman will give
the Commencement address and
Mr. Wildrick will preach at the
Baccalaureate service.
Arthur Banks will receive a Doctor of Humane Letters degree
(L.H.D.). A native of Ohio and a
graduate of St. John's University,
Dr. Banks earned his master's degree from New York University .
and his doctorate in Political Science from Johns Hopkins University in 1955. He was a professor of
political science at Morehouse Col-"
lege in Atlanta from 1959-1967,
and was named president of
Greater Hartford Community College in 1967.
He is president of the board of
directors of Hartford Public Library and a member of the board
of the Symphony of Greater Hartford, the Connecticut National Gas
Corporation, Connecticut Educational Telecommunications Corporation (CPTV), and Hartford
Graduate Center. He is on the regional board of directors of the National Conference of Christians and
Jews, a corporator of the Institute
of Living, Hartford Hospital and
the Hartford Seminary Foundation. He is a member of the Greater
Hartford Arts Council and the Urban League of Greater Hartford.
Walter Corinolly will receive a
Doctor of Laws Degree (LL.D.). A
native of Boston and a graduate of
Yale, Mr. Connolly is a Marine;.
Corps veteran who' joined Connecticut Bank and Trust in 1961.
He was elected president of CBT
in 1970, chief executive officer in
1977 and chairman of CBT Corporation in 1980.
He is a director of Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Company,
the Dexter Corporation and the
Hartford Courant Foundation, Inc.
He is also a director of the Institute of Living, a regent of the University of Hartford and a trustee
of the Wadsworth Atheneum. He
is former fund drive chairman of
the United Way of Greater Hartford and the Saint Francis Hospital Building Fund Campaigns.
Jill Conway will receive a Doctor
of Humane Letters degree
(L.H.D.). A native of Australia, Dr.
Conway graduated from the University of Sydney and holds a doc-

torate from Harvard. She taught
at the University of Toronto from
1964-1975, where she was also vice
president of internal affairs from
1973-1975. Conway was named
president of Smith College in 1975.
She is the author of dozens of
publications, primarily in the fields
of women's history, education, and
biography.
Conway has been a member of
the editorial board of the "Journal
of Social History" since 1971, a
member of the executive committee of the American Antiquarian
Society since 1978, and a member
of the commission on the Humanities since 1978. Corporate directorships include: IBM World Trade
Americas/Far East Corporation;
Merrill Lynch and Co., Inc.; Arthur D. Little, Inc.; and ColgatePalmolive Company. She is chairman of the board of trustees of the
Academy of Music in Northampton, MA, a member of the executive committee of The Women's
College Coalition and a trustee of
the College Retirement Equities
Fund. She is a member of the
board of directors of the Council
for Financial Aid to Education.
Conway holds twelve honorary degrees.
Ellen Goodman will be awarded
a Doctor of Letters degree
(Litt.D.). She has been a member
of the staff of The Boston #64Globe
since 1967, and began writing a
column in 1971. Her column was
syndicated by the Washington
Post's Writers Group in 1976 and
now appears in 325 newspapers.
- In 1980, Goodman won the Pulitzer Prize for distinguished commentary.Goodman is the author of "Turning Points", a book on social
change, and has published two collections of her columns.
Other awards have included the
New England Women's Press Association Women of the Year in
1968, and Columnist of the Year
in 1974, the Catherine O'Brien
Award in 1971, the Commission on
the Status of Women Media Award
in 1973-1974, the UPI New England Newspaper Award for Columns in 1976 and the American
Society of Newspaper Editors Distinguished Writing Award in 1980Gary Graffman will receive a
Doctor of Music degree (Mus.D.).
Hailed by Newsweek as "one of the
great living pianists," Graffman
has been one of the most popular
and peripatetic performers on the
international concert circuit for
over three decades. A native of
New York, Graffman studied at
the Curtis Institute of Music with
Isabelle' Vengerova and afterwards with Vladimir Horowitz and
Rudolf Serkin. He won the Leventritt Award in 1949.
Graffman's recordings of con-

certos Dy greai artists, nave oeen
acclaimed, and his album featuring
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue with
Zubin Mehta and the New York
Philharmonic became the best-selling record ever made by that orchestra.
In 1979, Graffman's performing
career was interrupted by an ailment afflicting the fourth and fifth
fingers of his right hand. The rehabilitation is still not complete,
and Graffman has returned to the
concert stage to play concertos
written for the left hand alone. He
has expanded his teaching activities, to the Manhattan School of
Music and the Curtis Institute. In
1981, he wrote "I Really Should
Be Practicing," which was issued
in paperback in 1982 and received
wide critical acclaim. Graffman's
performances of music for the left
hand have been enthusiastically
received and one reviewer wrote
that even singled-hand, he remains
"one of the towering musicians of
our time."
William Polk will be awarded a
Doctor of Humane Letters degree
(LlH.D.). A 1962 Trinity graduate
and a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
he holds a master of divinity degree from Union Theological Seminary. He joined the faculty of
Lawrenceville School in 1966,
where he served as chairman of
the religion department, assistant
dean of students, director of the
Counseling Institute and director
of Upward Bound. He was appointed headmaster of Groton
School, one of the nation's leading
prep schools, in 1978.
He has been director and officer
of the Massachusetts Association
of Independent Schools, a director
of the Nashua" River Watershed
Association, a trustee of Fay
School, a trustee of A Better
Chance, Inc., and a trustee of Trinity College from 1971-1978. In
1982 .he won Trinity's Alumni
Achievement Award.
Renyon 3. Wildrick -w3\ receive
the degree of Doctor of Divinity
(D.D.).
A New Jersey native, the Reverend Wildrick graduated from
Trinity in 1955 and earned a divinity degree and masters in theology
from Princeton Seminary. He
came to Community Congregational Church in 1956 and was
named senior minister in 1967.
Community Church is the largest
congregational church in the central Atlantic States.
He has advocated church aid to
minority students, and has been
instrumental in the establishment
of a scholarship program, entitled
"Traveling with a Purpose," which
has led church members on educational trips abroad.
Wildrick is a member of the
board of directors of the American

Ellen Goodman, columnist aird author, will speak at commencement.
Red Cross, the Millburn-Short Hills
Neighborhood House, and is chairman of the Overlook Hospital
Protestant Chaplaincy Program.
He is a member of the Campus and
Ministry Committee for the Central Atlantic Conference and the
Commission on the World. He is
vice chairman of the board of
trustees of the Presbyterian
Homes of New Jersey and a member of the board of the Institute of
Theological Inquiry in Princeton,

New Jersey.
Trinity College Commencement
will be held Sunday, May 26 at 2pm
on the College Quad (Ferris Athletic Center in case of rain). Baccalaureate, an inteMaith service^
will be held Sunday at 10:30am in
the same location. Four hundred
sixty-four students are expected to
be awarded Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science degrees, and
41 students will receive master's
degrees.

Scholarships Offered
News Release
The United States Information
Agency (USIA) and Institute of International Education (HE) has
announced the offical opening of
the 1986-87 competition for grants
for graduate study or research
abroad in academic fields and for
professional training in the creative and performing arts.
It is expected that approxi-

mately 700 awards to over 70
countries will be available for the
1986-87 academic year.
Application forms and further
information for students currently
enrolled in Trinity College may be
obtained from the Fulbright Program Advisor, Professor Arnold
Kerson, who is located in 30E Seabury. The deadline for filing applications is September 30,1985.

Norton noted that a decision
about TCAC "won't be made until
the summer. It was student money
that was played with. It would be
a serious breach of the students'
contract if the SGA summer chair
is not informed of the College's decision about TCAC."
. T h e metWJ, of GonnPIRG's
funding was often a topic of debate
at the weekly SGA meetings. Even
after the method of funding was
decided for the organization, there
were SGA members who were dissatisfied with the outcome and
often expressed their dissatisfac• tion with the decision.
Norton said, "I think it's been in
the Tripod enough. Not everyone
is always happy with the way
things turn out."
Coffin added, "The final decision
was rendered under fair circumstances."
Norton and Coffin were faced
with the problem of leading a body
which had lost most of its initiative
by the second semester. Coffin said
that interest in any organization
"wanes after a while." Norton
said, "We did everything we could

to motivate" the represenatatives.
Coffin added, "We bordered on
treating them [the reps] like children."
The SGA has neither the cause
nor the ability to be an activist organization. Coffin . slaborated:
"Sraitmg a letter to Congress[about the proposed cuts in education] was important. Something
like that is in our capacity. What
else could you do? Protest rallies
are passe. It depends on what the
issue is but sometimes working
within the system works just as
well," said Coffin.
"To most people, the SGA is a
bureaucratic mess that no one
would want to get involved in,"
said Norton. However, both he and
Coffin have enjoyed their involvement in the SGA.
Coffin said that the SGA has
been "fun and frustrating and interesting and it's shown me a side
of Trinity that some people have
never seen. I would do it again for
both its bad points and good
points."
Norton said he would "do it
again without a moment's pause."

RINTERVIEW
by Ellen Garrity
Senior Staff Writer

SGA President Steve Norton and
Vice President Lee Coffin reviewed
the 198^-85 SGA last week with the
Tripod.
In September Norton and Coffin
ran on a platform that inclUueu
among o^-'uaagB, increased visibility of the SGA and "big time
reform" of the SGA, according to
Norton.
Norton feels that the SGA has
been more visible this year. "Students have seen the SGA as there
for them," he noted.
Coffin agreed that the SGA has
been more visible this year: "We
went as far as possible. We were
there. We went out of our way to
be visible." .
Coffin notedthat "One of the big
problems is not the SGA but the
students themselves. We need support, interest, initiative.. The stu-

dents elect us and they expect us
to do everything. They don't want
to get involved but they tell us
what they want done. We never
end up doing what the students
expect us to do. We promise to do
the bulk of the work if we are
elected but it's necessary to have
the students behind us. But when
we do the work, the response we
get from our constituents is 'I
don't care.' This is why everv SQj^
in the.past ^ staggered and why
every SGA in the future will. It's
a self-defeating circle."
Norton feels that this year's SGA
has "been taken more seriously by
the administration because We've
acted maturely and responsibly."
When the administration decided to renew Follett's contract
in March without consulting the
student body, Norton said the SGA
was "stunned. We politely let the
administration know of our dissatisfaction. In the future we're not
going to rely on the administration" for such information. Coffin
added that "the problem with that
and the problem with housing
[Residential Services' decision to

place freshmen in High Rise and
other traditionally all-upperclass
dormitories] is that we can't get
into their [the administration]
mind. This school thrives on secrecy. The administration wants to
keep things quiet, We're constantly pitted against the administration." '
The SGA has seen TCAC. an Q-_
ganizatirm sstaoiisned in December 1983 as a subcommittee of the
SGA, overspend its budget. Coffin
said that TCAC's budgetary problems was a "situation that exploited itself." •
"Next year a member of the SGA
Budget Committee will serve as
treasurer of TCAC. Once TCAC
spends money, it's done. It's
drifted too far to be a separate
body when technically it's a subcommittee of the SGA," commented Coffin.
Norton pointed out that TCAC's
budget problems could have been
somewhat alleviated if a log had
been kept of their expenditures.
"If there was a weekly log, the
Budget Committee could have seen
that there were problems."
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SGA Year Analysis
The SGA throughout the year
appears to have been preoccupied
with two things: parliamentary
procedure during meetings and the
constitutional aspects of its exist- What has the SGA done this seence rather than its actual existmester? There are times, most esence.
pecially during this semester, when
It is necessary to adhere to parit seems as if the SGA has done
liamentary procedure; however,
absolutely nothing. The SGA has the SGA has been almost obsessed
been an active force at Trinity; it
with achieving absolute perfection
has been busy this year. Much of
in its parliamentary procedures.
what it has done, however, has
Adhering to parliamentary procegone by without the acknowledgedure at times was the focus of dement of the students.
bate, not a method for maintaining
The SGA entered the second seorderly debate. The SGA should
mester with much potential and innot forget about parliamentary
itiative. During the first semester
procedure in the future; rather, it
the SGA had increased its visibility
should regard parliamentary proand respectability. The commitcedure with less significance and
tees were hard at work, meetings
focus on the content of debate.
moved well and were often charThe SGA has also been conacterized by lively and heated decerned with its constitution. Any
bate, meeting attendance was
organization should revise its conphoto by Virginia T. McLaufy
excellent, and the representatives
stitution as it sees fit but a constiThe
Off-Campus
Racer
and
the
J.C.
Express
Were
two
of
the
better
racers
in
the
Soap-Box
Derby
were enthusiastic. The SGA gained
tution should not be the focus of
much respect when it issued two
any organization's existence; it
statements highly regarded by the
should simply be the basis for exadministration — one on the alistence and nothing more.
leged hazing incident at Alpha
ConnPIRG's funding dilemmas
Director of Admissions Don Dieuse the same satistical picture as
by Christine Quinn
Delta Phi and another on the stareturned to the SGA in the second
trich stated that Trinity "had over
last year."
Senior News Staff
tus of single sex fraternities and
semester. After the situation was
380 more applicants than last year
The increased number of applisororities at Trinity — and when
assumed to be resolved just before
and the majority of additional apcants for the incoming class was
the SGA gave ConnPIRG a fair
Thanksgiving, the SGA was virplicants were students whose
not a singular phenomenon to
hearing about the status of its
tually bullied into reconsidering its
SAT's were over 1200. This large
This year, the Trinity Admissons
Trinity. Many of the colleges in
funding.
initial decision about how Connpool is increased by strong test
department received an increased
which Trinity competes for stuPIRG should be funded. The SGA
takers."
number of applications for the
All of this changed in the second
dents saw a jump in thejnumber of
reversed its decision in April and
Class of 1989.
semester. President Steve Norton
With the increased number of
applicants. Dietrich stated that he
ConnPIRG will now be funded
and Vice President Lee Coffin
applicants and higher test scores,
was unsure if this trend would conLast year Admissions recieved
through a refundable fee system.
were faced with the virtually imthe College was able to be more
tinue next year.
3035 applications which filled 560
possible task of leading a lazy body.
selective. No offical changes have
spots in the student body. This
The position of a faculty liaison
Although the weight of the
Norton and Coffin and a several
been made in Trinity's admission's
year 3388 people applied and a
on the SGA which Steve Norton
SAT's increased for the incoming
other representatives were enerpolicy, but the college does wish to
class of 452 was taken.
struggled to establish during the
class, the class ranks of the stugetic. Meeting attendance dropped
raise their status. They believe that
first semester was eliminated bedents did not change dramatically.
Along with an increase in the
(the April 30 meeting was canthe larger number of applicants is
cause of disinterest on behalf of
The college also continued to weigh
number applicants, the SAT scores
celled because of insufficient atthe first step toward this goal.
the faculty.
heavily community service in the
of most of those who applied were
tendance and several others were
selection process. A list of such
higher than previous years. AlThe selection process for the
It is easy to criticize an organialmost cancelled for the same reastudents was given to Frank Hartthough the offical average has not
Class of 1989 "paid more attention
zation so highly visible as the SGA.
son), debate was still lively but,
mann, Assistant to President Engyet been calculated, it is estimated
to SAT's because they knew that
Although some criticism is called
more often than not, it focussed on
lish. Students were then contacted
to be over 1200. Last year's averthe average candidate would have
for, the SGA should be comtrivial aspects. The committees,
and recruted to attend Trinity next
age was 560 verbal and 600 math
higher scores," said. Dietrich.
mended for its attempts this year.
except for a few, were no longer
fall.
"— 1160 combined.
Therefore, the college "couldn't
Perhaps the biggest cause of the
hard at work. The SGA habitually
SGA',s inability to accomplish matabled various items on its agenda
jor deeds is that the SGA has been
so that it -did not deal with various
misguided. The SGA has had good
- - -intentionp' -apd •Jiaa • 'honestly »4ried
main objective of the summer sesgram consists of various sessions .
until they were several weeks old!
to improve student life through its
by Ann Marie Grunbeck
sion is not only to educate, but also
and workshops that deal with sitactions; at times, however, it could
There were times when meetings
Assistant News Editor
for the group to gain a sense of
uations that might evolve. For the
have gone about its ways in a difwere comprised of nothing more
unity. "Team building" sessions
1985-1986 school year the PC/A's
ferent fashion.
than committee reports.
help to achieve a cohesiveness
While most of the Trinity popuwill return August 14th,the RC's
within the entire group.-Each othlation is basking in the late August
will return the 19th, and the RA's
er's support and guidance will be
sun trying to absorb those last prewill return the 21st.
needed in the year ahead when
cious rays, there is a group of inFrom the day of arrival there are
dealing with dorm problems as well
dividuals who are preparing for
scheduled events to attend. Last'
formal recognition of the FraterThe following is a statement of
as personal problems.
your return. This group, your Resyear's events included personality
nity continues to be the accepted
April 19, 1985, from the Interfraident Assistants (RA's) and Coortests, crime prevention and fire
One of the major changes for the
policy of the IFC.
ternity Council in regards to the
dinators (RC's), are in the midst of
safety seminars, workshops on
1985-86 school year is the addition
3. The IFC respects the Trustees
Sigma Nu Fraternity.
a rigorous training schedule.. • • . racism, sexism, and sexual assault,
of two Program Assistants. The
decision requiring all student orand how to create an effective
college hopes that the additional
Many people only see the beneganizations without an established
The Trinity College Chapter of
learning environment. In addition,
positions will provide more genfits to being an RA; the large room,
single sex tradition here on camthe National Interfraternity Counthe group meets with various cameral support and advice to RAis
the paycheck, or the close friends
pus to be coed.
cil wishes to formally reaffirm its
pus organizations, such as Secuand add creativity to dorm prothat develop. But there is another
4. The Interfraternity Council
recognition of the Sigma Nu
rity and Buildings and Grounds.
graming.
side. It is difficult to have the conbelieves that the Sigma Nu FraterFraternity.
Next years activities will be simistant pressure of being a role
This year's session aiso differs in
nity was treated unequally in re1. In the spring of 1983, the Inlar.
model, confident and all-around
that the group will take a 3 day
lation to the IFC's other members.
terfraternity Council, accepted the
dependable person every minute of
An entire day is devoted to the
excursion off campus to a local, but
5. The Sigma Nu situation conSigma Nu Fraternity as an equal
the day. The times at which an RA
philosophy and responsibility of
as of yet undetermined, camp.
stitutes an exceptional case which
member of the organization. At no
feels the most pressure is the exbeing an RA. They also learn how
Training will continue here but the
we feel warrants further examitime since that date has the IFC
act time that she/he is needed the
to intervene and resolve conflicts,
change of scenery will provide a
nation. Therefore, we, the memchanged its stance regarding this
most.
and where to turn when matters
necessary relief from the week's
bers of the IFC, request the
group.
extend beyond their control. The
hectic schedule.
.
This mandatory training pro2. While the position of the „ Administration of the College to
reevaluate its position regarding
Sigma Nu Fraternity has changed
the Sigma Nu Fraternity.
with regard to the Administration,
by Ellen Garrity
Senior Staff Writer

SAT's and Applicants Increase

RA's Preparing For Trouble

IFC Issues Statement

Daycare Center Opening
Trinity News Bureau

A day care center for children
betweenthe ages of six weeks and
five years will open this September on the campus of Trinity.
The Trinity College Community
Child Center will provide an educational and supportive environment for about sixty infants, and
toddlers. It will be located in
newly-renovated space in the Albert C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center on the campus. The center will
operate on weekdays from 7am to
6pm.

photo by Juan Sallchs

The freshmen class won the tug-of-war contest with the help of Helen Wheels at the Trinity Games.

Patricia Gronell of East Hartford, former director of the Elmwood Day Care Center in West
Hartford, has been appointed director. Gronell, a graduate of St.
Joseph College, is also the former
director of the Living and Learn-,
ing Center in Bloomfield.
The majority of children using
the day care center at Trinity will
have no affliation with the College,
and thirty percent of the slots will
be subsidized for families with financial need.

Though the center will be staffed
by professional, day care providers,
Trinity faculty and students are
expected to be involved in the program. According to Dr. Dina.Anselmi, assistant professor of
psychology at Trinity and chairwoman of the center board, faculty
and students in the fields of child
development and social psychology
will work with the children.
Anselmi said that the center was
established because of the well
documented shortage of high quality, affordable day care in the '
Hartford area.
Renovation of the space to be
used for the center is currently under way, and is being financed by
a $125,000 grant from the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving,
as well as funds from Trinity College,
.
:
Parents interested in enrolling
their children in the center should
contact Patricia Gronell for an interview at Trinity College at 5273151, extension 514. Applications
will be considered on a first come,
first served basis.
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ORLD OUTLOOK
In The News
BRIDGET McCORMACK

Names Can Never Hurt?
by Bridget McCormack
World Outlook Editor
Wednesday, May 8, marked the
40th anniversary of victory over
Nazi Germany. It was a day to
commemorate and to celebrate the
end of a horrific war. President
Reagan spoke to the European
Parliament in Strasbourg as Mikhail S. Gotbachev spoke at a rally
of war veterans in Moscow. As
both spoke of the end of a past
war, their language reeked of a future war.
Mikhail Gorbachev denounced
the United States today as the
"forward edge of the war menace
to mankind" and he affirmed his
commitment to the "priceless" experience of detente.
"The United States is growing
more bellicose in character and has
become a constant negative factor
in internal relations." Although
Gorbachev never used President
Reagan's name, he denounced all
his policies. The development of a
space-based defense system, hostility toward the Sandanista government in Nicaragua, and support
for the anti-communist insurgents
in Afghanistan were some that he
mentioned.
And he didn't forget Reagan's
most recent mistake — Bitburg.
"There were political figures ready
to forget or even justify the S.S.
cutthroats and, moreover, pay
honor to them."

Meanwhile, in Strasburg, President Reagan was doing the same
thing. He described the Soviet
government today as a "corrupt
system whose military policies
threatened nuclear stability."
He accused Moscow of "undermining stability and the basis of
nuclear deterrence" by moving toward the deployment of a new
multiple-warhead missile that, he
said, was "clearly designed" to
give the Soviet Union a first-strike
ability. The Russians, he said, are
"now moving toward deployment
of new mobile Mirved missiles,
which have these capabilities."
Why all the talk, the rhetoric,
the us against them build up? Why
behind each other's backs instead
of face to face? What gets accomplished by name calling when it's
not done to the accused?
Perhaps President Reagan and
Mikhail Gorbachev should sit down
and say these things to each other
instead of to everyone else. Maybe
then we could see some progressive results. It is "evil empire"
rhetoric like this that builds tension.
And tension between the Soviet
Union and the United States just
seems to keep building. Name calling can hurt, slowly, but perhaps
more painfully than sticks and
stones in the end. Name calling can
build to bigger weapons then sticks
and stones - SS-X-24 and MX
missiles.
Say it face to face, clear the air,
ease the tension, PLEASE.

Reagan's Visit To Bitburg

A Frightening Reminder
by Hutch Robbing
World Outlook Staff

tuesday that it was offering a $1
million reward for the capture of
Mengele. That made the monetary
To his credit, though with a blun- total on Mengele's head a whopdering stroke, Ronald Reagan ping $3.4 million.
The fact that the announcement
managed to revive a chunk of history that was quietly fading away. was made last week is no coinciReagan's controversial visit to a dence with Bitburg. The Israeli
German military cemetary last government saw the perfect opweek brought a renewal of anti- portunity to respark interest in the
Nazi feelings and Holocaust mem- capture of one of the worlds most
ories. Most people agree that Re- horrific criminals. Many people, inagan's decision to lay a wreath at cluding Nazi-hunter Simon Wiea cemetary where 49 ex-Waffen
S.S. soldiers are buried was a bad
one, yet it served a memorial purpose, of sorts. As the years go by,
survivors of the Nazi era grow
fewer, and they rightfully worry
over an increasing ignorance of the
recent past. By creating a tremendous controversy, Reagan has unwittingly reitterated that we must
never forget the lesson of the Nazis.
Last week, the press was full of
Reagan's visit.Part of the sideshow was an examination of the
reason the visit was so controversial. The S.S. is widely held as a
representative of Hitler's personal
reign of terror and the atrocities
he designed. This simple incident
has made our current generation
. more aware of Germany's sad and
contemporary history. No matter
what we read, hear, or watch, it is
nearly incomprehensible for those
of us who missed World War II to
understand the emotional it
evokes. Thankfully, the media has
reminded us (though perhaps 'in
senthal, The Washington Times,
excess) that we can not let the horand the West German government
ror of that war slip away.
have had a reward out for Mengele
for a long time. The sad thing was
I read two interesting articles in
that most people did not know,
two different newspapers last
care, or understand.
week on the subject. Both articles
were spawned by the Bitburg inNow the whole issue has been
cident. The first was an article on
shoved back into the limelight. It
Nazi doctor Josef Mengele, alive
is time again to reconsider just
and kicking somewhere in South
what Josef Mengele did to deserve
America. Israel announced last
a $3.4 million bounty. ? Mengele

College Press Service

Letters Home From Vietnam
by Maria Gulino
World Outlook Staff
Last week marked the tenth anniversary the fall of Saigon and
the end of the. war in Vietnam. It
hastaken us a decade to begin to"
show our respect to veterans and
their families. Ten years have gone
by and we have finally begun to let
these people know that we feel for
them and we acknowledge their
sufferings. It is about time.
New York City honored the
Vietnam veterans with parades,
fireworks, and a memorial. A book
is being published by W.W. Norton
and Company called "Dear America- Letters Home From Vietnam'1! It is a collection of pieces
from diaries of veterans and their
families arid its profits will go to a
vocational jobs program for New
York's Vietnam veterans. The
memorial is 66 feet long and 16
feet high and some of the excerpts
from the book are etched into it.
Reading some of these pieces is
a good way for those of us who
have forgotten the horrors of Vietnam to get reaquainted. And for
those of us who never really knew
those horrors to be introduced.
Here are some of them, they speak
for themselves, loudly and clearly.
"I'm real glad I have what I
have. It seems poor to you maybe,
and you want new things because
you think our house doesn't look
good, but after seeing the way
these people (the Vietnamese) live,
there's no comparison. We are
more than millionaires to these
people- they have nothing."-Pfc.
John Dabonka.

"Felt real bad though when (I)
found out one of the dead was my
best friend, a guy I'd known since
basic (training) and always hung
around with. Wish the whole thing
hadn't happened in a way.. He was
married and had three kids- never
should have been drafted. Intend
to get some Charlies (enemy) for
him. Hope I run into some of those
demonstrators when I get back.
Like to knock their heads in."-Pfc.
Louis E. Willett, killed in Kontum
province on Feb. 15,1967.
"As I applied bandages to his
wounds, he looked up at me and
said, 'Doc, I'm a mess. Oh, God, I
don't want to die. Mother, I don't
want to die. Oh, God, don't let me
die.' We called a helicopter to take
him and the rest of the wounded
to the hospital. Richard died before the ship arrived...I often wonder if what we're fighting for is
worth a human life."-Charles Dawson, a medic, writing to the mother
of a fellow medic.
"I went down to this orphanage
the other day, and these little kids
are pitiful. They sleep on plain
floors and don't get hardly anything to eat. The reason I want you
to tell everyone to help them (he
enclosed the address of the orphanage)is because I feel I may
have killed some of their parents
and it makes me feel sick to know
they have to go on with nothing."Pfc. Dan Baily.
"I believe you probably got a telegram by now telling you I've been
seriously wounded. Well, I lost my
left arm above the elbow, but the
way they are making artificial
arms these days, it's no sweat.

worked for Hitler in the concentration camps performing brutal and
grotesque experiments on human
guinea pigs in an effort to form a
master race. The sight of what he
did made many of the most battlehardened people sick;'yet this man
is probably now sitting on a lawn
chair at a Panamanian hacienda
sipping a drink. The injustice is obvious.
The second article I read was on
a reunion of S.S. soldiers in the
small West German town of Nesselwang. The Nesselwang city
council voted 16 to 0 to stop the
reunion, and 500 of the towns
2,000 voters signed a petition
against it. Yet, nothing could be

done and the reunion was held
The event was a very closed affair, none of its participants would
say anything substantial. The people of Nesselwang felt that a reunion of Hitler's personal
bodyguard is a bad thing for the
town. It probably is. Many of the
ex S.S. men profess that Hitler did
no wrong; that the concentration
camps were built up by American
propaganda. Tell that to people
with numbers burt in their arms.
The entire Bitburg fiasco, and all
the news that surrounds it is very
hard on the German people. A vast,
vast majority of Germans feel remorse over the war, although they
had no control of it. It is often

Stop worrying about me. I can do
anything I want, and I'm in fine
shape. I just don't want you to be
shocked. So don't worry about me,
O.K.? I love you very, very much
and now I can't concentrate anymore because of the pain. I love
you, my darling. Say hello to
Tammy and Terry for me."-Second Lieut. Fred Downs.
"I'm sorry to rebuke all of you,
but I'm no hero. They are only in
comic books and television and
movies. The so-called heroes over
here are guys trying to do their
jobs and get home from this useless war. "-Specialist 4 Phillip Arterbury.
"Being a medical battalion, I find
myself curiously suspended from
'sides' and causes and can only feel
the human loss and terror which
can never be measured in pretty
medals or sweet patriotic speeches.
Humans can be such damned
fools."-Specialist 4 John R. Riggon.
"Mom, I appreciate all your letters. I appreciate your concern that
some of the things you write about
are trivial, but they aren't trivial
to me. I'm eager to read anything
about what you or the family are
doing. You can't understand the
importance these trivial events
take on out here. (They) help keep
me civilized. For a while/ as I read
your letters, I am a normal person.
I'm not killing people, or worrying
about being killed. Instead I am
going ice-skating with David or
walking through a department
store to exchange a lamp shade. It
is great to know your family's
safe."-Rod Chastant, a marine
later killed in action.

overlooked that the Germans suffered tremendously, during the
war. In terms of people, the firebombing of Dresden makes Hiroshima and Nagasaki, combined,
look insignificant..
It is only right that the Germans
receive some 'token of our sorrow
for their losses. Yet there is always a reminder of those who began and intensified the suffering,
and those 49 graves in Bitburg
represent that. Reagan goofed; he
chose the wrong place to lay a
wreath. In an obscure way he performed a vital service: he made us
remember, for a while anyway, a
section of history that we can not
let be forgotten.
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Honors Day Award Recipients
The Peter J. Schaefer Memorial Prizes
presented by John E. Schaefer
1st Prize-Young LSul'87
2nd Prize - David R. Smith '87
Charles J. McGann '87

Book Prizes for Excellence in Modern Languages
Arabic:
presented by Professor Fatma Antar
Mahmoud Jibrel
Chinese:
presented

The G. Keith Funston Prize in Economics
presented by Mrs, Marguerite Funston Thatcher
Michael T.' Duffy '85
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers Prize
presented by Professor Roy B. Davis, 111
Alexander S. Burger '85

French:
presented by Professor Dori Katz
Caroline S. Coco '85
Rala I. Potter '85

The Edwin P. Nye Award
presented by Professor Edwin P. Nye
Nancy L. Senick '85

German:
presented by Professor Donald D. Hook
Jeanne S. Harrison '87
Leslie E. Wolf 88

Pi Gamma Mu Scholarship Award
presented by Professor Michael E, Lestz
Craig M. Tateronis '85

Russian:
presented by Professor Olga P. Hasty
Catherine H. Dion '85
Cynthia D. Moyle '85

The Ferguson Prizes in Government
presented by Professor Thomas A, Reilly
1st Prize — Craig M. Tateronis '85
2nd Prize - John P. Molner '85

Delta Phi Alpha Book Prizes
presented by Professor Donald D. Hook
Kirsten M. Kimball '85
Barbara J.Siebel'85

The George J. Mead Prize in Political Science
presented by Mrs. George J. Mead
Kerry E, KnobeUdorff '86
Kristina L. Knobelsdorff '86

The Mears Prize
presented by Professor Chester H, McPhee
Erica G. Thurman '85

The George J. Mead Prize in History
presented by Mrs. George J. Mead
Vira Mamchur '87
Joseph A. Gogas '87

The Physics Prize
presented by Professor Mark P. Silverman
Paul R. Morico'87

The D.G. Brinton Thompson Prize in United States History
presented by Professor Edward W. Sloan
Thomas A. Zoubek '86

The Physics Senior Prize
Not awarded this year
The Helen Loyeland MorrisPrize in Miisic
;
presented by Professor Gerald Moshell
Christopher J. Elliott'85.

presented by Professor Edward W. Sloan
1st Prize—John P. Molner'85
2nd Prize — Juliana Garro '86

!

The Mary Louise Guerti Actuarial Award
Not awarded this year

The Miles A. Tuttle Prize
presented by Professor Edward W. Sloan
Thomas N. Baker '85

The Phi Gamma Delta Prizes in Mathematics
First-Year Mathematics
presented by Professor David Mauro
1st Prize—Craig A. Entwistle'87
2nd Prize — Miron Drewiacke '87
- Christopher A. Hyland '87
3rd Prize — Daniel C. Owen '87

The George B. Cooper Prize in British History
presented by Professor Susan D. Pennybacker
Omar A. Shennib '85
The Human Relations Award
presented by Assistant Dean Paula Chu-Richardson
Norma Aresti '85
John G. Bonelli '85
Leslie A. Cohn '85
Edith R. Harris'85
Karen M. Rodgers'85
Sally E. Weissinger'85

Second-Year Mathematics;
presented by Professor John P. Georges
1st Prize—James P. Sickinger'86
2nd Prize — Susanne C. Hupfer '87
Susan H. Babcock'87
3rd.Prize —Kevin P. Waterman '87
The Phi Gamma Delta Senior Prize
presented by Professor Robert C. Stewart .
Chantel Sutcliffe '85
•.

The Class of 1922 Award
presented by Assistant Dean Joseph A. Tolliver
Elanah R. Sherman '85 .
The Connecticut Commandery, Military Order of Foreign Wars Book
Award
presented by Dean David Winer
Andrew M. Merrill '85
S & S Environmental Award
presented by Dean David Winer
Michael A. Jacobson'85
Nancy J. Popkin'85

The Phi Gamma Delta Teaching Fellowship
presented by Professoj Robert C. Stewart
Toshiya Akizawa '86
The Irving K. Butler Prize in Mathematics
presented by Professor Robert C. Stewart
•
Toshiya Akizawa '86
The Abraham Joshua Heschel Prize
presented by Leonard E. Greenberg
•'•"'"
Elanah R. Sherman '85

The Cesare Barbieri Prizes in Beginning Italian
presented by Professor Andrea Bianchini
1st Prize — Peter A..Marzulli '85
2nd Prize—Julie M. Bernson'87
, Phoebe M. McBride'87

The First Year Hebrew Award
'
Not awarded this year

,.

/

The Cesare Barbieri Prize for Achievement in Italian
presented by Professor Andrea Bianchini
Caroline S. Coco'85
'
'

The Women's Club of Trinity College Award
, presented by Lucy E. Myshrall
Rosemary Maccarone '85 IDP , •
The Student Government Association Award
presented by Stephen J. Norton
"Sigma Nu" Outreach
:

Professor Naogan
Paul A. Newman '85
Steve M. Piccus '86

,
•,

;•

The John F. Boyer Award
presented by Carol F. Helstosky
Stephen K. Gellman'85
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD
While the national media have done a more than
adequate job in celebrating American defeat in Vietnam
and the fall of Saigon this month, they have ignored in
large part another important anniversary. It's been three
weeks since Congress defeated the $14 million destined
for humanitarian aid to the anti-Sandanista contras.
Many prominent and respected journalists and politicians havze pointed to the lessons of Vietnam as reasons
why we should not be involved in Central America, What
they should be pointing to, however, are iessons of the
contra vote earlier this month.
Since the vote, Sandanista commander Daniel Ortega
has visited Moscow and requested $200 million in "economic" aid for his beleagured nation. In addition, the
Sandanistas have begun construction on a new 10,000
foot runway outside Managua that it is very similar in
design to the one under construction in Grenada.
Now House Democrats are forced to reconsider their
truly misinformed decision. The lesson the Democrats
are learning is an uneasy but important one. They were
embarrassed by a well run disinformation campaign camouflaged by a Sandanfsta/Soviet public display of detente.
This mask of detente was in fact merely a public relations
ploy the American Congress for the duration of its debate
on contra-aid.
We want to avoid a situation that would require use
of U.S. troops in Central America. But if we are going
to do that we must not blindly refuse to consider alternative containment measures, ft is important to consider
the lessons of Vietnam during the current Central American crisis, but it is at the same time imperative that
our post-Vietnam psyce does not lead us down a dangerous road of isolation, which is, of course, exactly
what the Soviets want.

You
Can't Be Serious
It is reported in today's Tripod that the City of Hartford
plan to repave and curb Summit Street this summer will
cost the College approximately 100 parking spaces next
fall. It's nice to see that the City is finally getting around
to repairing an old eye sore; however, It might be more
prudent in this situation to leave wei! enough alone. The
College Administration must not be so easy to accept
the City's decision to ban parking on Summit Street.
Vice-President Smith's alternative plan to set up a
satelite parking lot behind the football stadium does not
have the students' best interests at heart. He would
rather preserve the astetic beauty of Elton (?!) than be
concerned for the personal safety of student drivers. The
cost of a security guard for the satelite lot is estimated
to be in excess of $70,000; in addition, it would also
burden the already crowded security escort system as
students would most assuredly be required to take an
escort to pick up their cars. The school should consider
other alternatives to the Vernon/Broad Street lot if the
City decision becomes a fait accomplit.

Goodbye
The Tripod will lose eight senior editors to graduation
this year. The loss of so many influential members of
the editorial board in one year is unusual. The Tripod
will miss the editorial serivces of the class of 1985 next
semester and the new staff wishes them the best in the
years ahead. Graduating are Vander Corliss (Business
Manager), Greg "Kelly" Accetta (Photography Editor),
Chris Corbett (Arts Editor), Christie Gonzalez (World Outlook Editor) and Michele Sensale (Features Editor).
The Tripod will especially miss three seniors whose
influence and guidence oyer the past four years have
been inspiring. Steve Brenman graduates after serving
as Managing Editor and then coming back this semester
to become Announcements Editor. Only Steve could give
the Tripod an interesting Announcements page. Elaine
StampuI leaves the Tripod after eight loyal semesters.
She served as Editor and then came back this semester
to lend her expertise as Managing Editor.
Finally, the Tripod says goodbye to Tuesday Afternoon
and Sports Czar Steve Gellman. Steve was a perfectionist
in the sports section and his attention to detail has been
a positive influence on all sections of the paper. It is
only natural that Steve has been hired to be a history
teacher in prep school; we are sure he will make an
excellent communicator. Now all he has to do is find
the right college basketball team to root for...

ETTERS
Steve Norton Reports To His Constituency
To the Student Body:
I am pleased to report that the
1984-85 academic year has been a
sucessful one for you. The Student
Government Association has
mined closer contact and responsibly represented your interests.
Let me litanize very breifly.
This year dorm reps posted information and actively solicited
your input. Open Forums were
held and the Tripod coverage was
much more consistent. Thus, the
SGA was more visible and accessible. No action was taken on such
issue as the fraternity resolution
or ConnPIRG until it was certain
that your interests or views were
considered. Though we were stung
by the renewal of the bookstore
contract, the Administration was
alerted to our disapproval and a

Committee has been formed to
oversee the bookstore for the next
two years. There was greater efficiency in the SGrA this year. Rarely
did we meet without a sustaritive
agenda. Hopefully, it will improve
even greater next year as the size
of the SGA is reduced by 25%. I
believe precedents were set this
year and if followed, will lead to
an increasingly vigourous SGA.
There were times when more activism might have been appropriate but we must recognize "thta this
is a fine institution in many ways.
A student can receive a first rate
education and enjoy a great deal
of social freedom here. The fact
that Open Forums were not better
attended suggests that students
are not terribly unhappy. I must

add that I believe that Trinity's
best days are ahead but it our
school and we must ensure this by
taking an active role.
To close, I extend rhy gratitude
to all of those with whom I served
especially Lee Coffin, and to you
the students. It has been a very
enjoyable and rewarding experience. My very best to all of you.
Steve Norton
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Bookstore Editorial "Misguided"
To the Editor:
Your May 7 editorial about the
bookstore is at best misguided. Of
course there are problems with
Trinity's "Bookstore, but Mr.
Scharnweber is most cetainly not
one of them. He is far and away
the best manager that store has
had during the fourteen years I've
been here.
You refer to "his prices" (emphasis mine), which, you complain,
are too high. Textbook prices are
indeed high, but Mr. Scharnweber
has no control at all over the cost
of new books and very little free-.
dom in setting the buy-back and
resale prices of used books. It
would make much more sense t o '
direct your criticisms of new-book
prices to the publishers (and to
Congress: A change in IRS regulations a number of years ago made
it prohibitively expensive for publishers to maintain appreciable inventories.) As for used books, I
have seen Mr. Scharnweber buy
back abused books for which no
good businessman would have paid
a dime, despite the seller's gratuitous insults (remarks rather like
yours about "exploitative capitalism"),
Next, you take Mr. Scharnweber
to task for being "surly" and "condescending." Well, I tell you, when you treat people as though, they
were your servants, as too many
students have treated bookstore
employees, their disposition tend
to sour. You might try to remem- .

ber that you're dealing with human being's. (Nor should you forget
how terribly difficult it is to find
good servants these days.)
Finally, you address a crucial
concern, the availability of textbooks. I myself have pestered Mr.
Scharnweber daily for periods of
several weeks about some textbook orders. But the fault has
never been his, in my experience.
Publishers can be incredibly stupid
about filling order: They lose orders, ship them to the wrong place,
misinform both faculty members
and bookstore managers about the
availability of books. Mr. Scharnweber is the only bookstore manager I've encountered who will a)
advise faculty members in advance
of possible problems in obtaining a
text, b) order more than the minimum number of texts, and c) get
on the phone day after day to track
down an order, When I first came
here, the bookstore always automatically ordered fewer books than
I requested. It disturbs you that
Mr. Scharnweber "can't guarantee everyone enrolled in a course
will be able to purchase all the
books." Did it ever occur to you
that no one can honestly make such
a promise?
Sincerely,
Harvey S. Picker
Associate Professor of Physics
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OMMENTARY
Who's Going to
Build Your
Weapons?
Phil Robertson and
Patti Sinicropi

The Federal Higher Education Budget
7032,313

school and can't back the amount
of money available to be borrowed.
The net result is there will less
money and fewer agencies willing
to lend to students.
ConnPIRG believes the strength
of a democratic nation is reflected
in the intelligence of its people.
Who in the future will operate all
the increasingly complex high-tech
weapons being produced (at exorbitant costs) for the Pentagon?
Certainly not the educated elite,
who can afford to avoid the armed
services. Rather, it will be those
who have less education, those who
have been excluded from college
by these cuts. Is this the sort of
national security you want?
Senator Stafford (R-Vt) is proposing an ammendment to the
budget package to freeze student
aid at last-year's levels. Write to
your Senators and Representatives and urge them to support this
measure. The time is now or never!

The Reagan Administration's concerted attack on the Student Aid
Program threatens to make quality higher education accessible to
only the' priveledged classes in
American society. The callousness
of this hurtful attempt to iimit individuals' oppurtunity for self-improvement is surpassed only by the
danger it poses to the country.
The way the Guaranteed Student Loan Program works is the
federal government insures student loans made by private banks
while giving subsidies to those instutions until the student graduates. Once out of school, the
student is responsible for paying
back the loans. The Reagan
Administration seeks to significantly reduce federal payments to
the lender while the student is in

The Ivy League. Year in New York
Qualified upperclassmen are invited to apply for admission to
Columbia College as visiting students beginning in September
1985. Full access to housing, library resources, and upper divisiOn'Coijn!sfesrPoriiirt'herinf:orrnatit)nr<a'n'd an ^application, write
or call:
Columbia College Admissions Office
212 Hamilton Hall
New York, New York 10027
(212) 280-2521
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Steven Balon
Lately, there has been a glut of
papers written at Hallden. This is
not one of thme. I was smart and
invested in a Personal computer
which has the same privacy as our
bathroom in Frohman. Those of
you in Hallden now, or who have
been there in the past year, can
see no problem in comparing the
Vax with a backed up toilet. Even
with a new Vax and new rules, the
problems continue.
What has happened? Why? Who
is responsible for all the hair Hallden's rug that has pulled from our,
heads? Why are these holes in the
ceiling? I wish I knew the answer.
I think the profs would like to know
that too. And I'm sure the bald,
fingernail-less, bleary-eyed student on campus would like to know
as well.
Most times, by 3 a.m. people are •
exhausted and gone. But, Tuesday
nights and the last week of classes
are exceptions. One student suggested making the Hallderi class. roms, voluntary,
temporary

dormitory rooms for those in ECS
216 or those with 80-page Senior
Theses. Others have suggested
selling pillows at the door. By the
•way, those are comfy, but do not
across them with a disc in your
hand, or it will magically erase itself. Another feature of the room,
which was rumored to have been
designed by the same person who
did the Dust Bowl (i.e. Field House)
is air conditioning. Even with, it,
the room has no temperature control. If computers could talk, the
first thing they would say is, "I
want a cold beer,"
Hallden is a mess. But it could •
not be the students' fault, now
could it? We pay good tuition
money for our places in that room.
The college trusts us enough
enough to employ us there. The
students know nothing about how
the VAX works. We. did not put 2
hour limits or move the Wp's to
the Rainbows. It seems elementry:
we are not responsible. But, then,
why are we being punished, and
who do we point the finger at?
Or have I overlooked something?
Could it be that we are not playing
nice when it comes to user time?

Are we squandering VAX time?
Other schools have students "pay"
for computer time. They are allotted x hours per semester. Is that
what we need to quench the heat
on Hallden? Or should the college
buy a sufficient amount of desk top
computers? Where would we get
the money for such a venture? Why
don't we just convert the Field
House into a word processing center, and Construct an indoor track
underneath the new dorm next to
Funston? Why don't we all transfer to Dartmouth where would all
have our own PC's?
There is no simple solution except common sense and smart
planning. There are time when
Hallden is barren. There is such a
thing as debugging outside of
Hallden. Word Processor have
been patient with the programmers as far as moving to the Rainbows and limiting time is
concerned, Programmer should be
courteous. Problems can be debugged. It just takes what we use
to program these wonderful tools
- reasoning ability. And that is
what we're here for in the first
place, isn't it?

Outlook, Editor
'

Asst, Ne,ws Editor ' ' "
Ann Grunbeck
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Getting Serious About Humor
Elaine Stampul
Like Martin Bihl, I've always
wondered why there was no humor magazine at Trinity. After
hearing the reaction to the Tripod's spoof issue last week, I know
why. People at Trinity have no
sense of humor. I've known people
with a good sense of humor, I've
known people with a bad sense of
humor. But, I've never before
come across such a large group of
people with no sense of humor.
Sure, we all laugh at jokes and like
David Letterman, but I'm talking
about a true sense of humor, the
kind of point of view that guides
you in all areas of your life, not
just when telling jokes over a few
beers. It's an attitude that allows
you td see the humor in every situation that you come across. Yea,
I know, life is a serious business,
especially in the society that we
live in today, but that's why we
should be able to laugh at it. If vou

don't see the humor in life things
.so seriously — the media keeps
would be just so gloomy that there
telling us that students all over the
would be no point in going on. As
country are concerned only with
John Irving said in Hotel New
individual success. There's nothHampshire, "It is hard work and
ing wrong with that, but it
great art to make life not so serishouldn't be so important that it
ous."
crowds out other concerns.
Someone else once said that a
It may seem that I'm just detrue sense of humor is characterfending the Tripod, I am, but I'm
ized by the ability to laugh at youralso trying to say something, beself. Many members of the Trinity
yond that. While self-seriousness
community apparently lack, ,this
is commendable, I also think it can
ability; No one objected to the 06-'
be dangerous. First of all, it makes
server spoof, which specifically atit difficult to get along with others,
tacked the Tripod. But when the
and isn't that the whole purpose, of
Tripod spoofed many people and
this thing we call life? Secondly, I
groups at Trinity (including themthink that severe self-seriousness
selves) suddenly everybody was ofresults in an inability to be objecfended. As far as I can recall, •
tive about yourself. Maybe many
making fun of others but being unof you, aren't given to •self-intros* •
able to laugh at yourself is about
. pection, so let me put this in Trinfifth grade level humor. So, either
ity, terms: How can you expect to
most students at Trinity have an
be successful if you don't know
immature sense of humor or they
who you are and what you want.
take themselves very seriously. I
And if you aren't secure enough in
guess I should have known that
who you are to laugh about yourTii
students take themselves
self, maybe you aren't really sure.
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INTERVIEWS WITH GAYS ON CAMPUS
BY JOHN BONELLI

Once again the numerous issues
surrounding the lives of lesbians,
gay men, and bisexuals (who will
be. referred to as gays from now
on) have been relegated to the theoretical plane. Many questions
have been raised: Is it decorous to
acknowledge one's sexual orientation in the Tripod? Should Gay
Pride Day be held on a freshman
visitation day? Should gay people
"flaunt" their "perverted lifestyle"? Although I feel the dialogue on homophobia and
heterosexism is educational and
important, I think that each of the
abovementioned questions ignore
the vital issue at stake in the discussion of the rights of gay people
— the individual struggles of gays
in an increasingly homophobic environment.
To further impress upon the
Trinity community the need to accept gay people and to encourage
the continued open, public discussion of issues pertaining to homosexuals and bisexuals, I have
interviewed fellow gay students
who remain entangled in the fears
surrounding the issue of "coming
out" to others. I will present their
msights;and-~pefle<stions- on. being
gay at Trinity.
Each person was asked the following questions:l.)How would you
label yourself: lesbian, gay, or bisexual?^.) Have you come out to
many non-gay people at Trinity? In
doing so, what was your experience like? If you haven't, what has
inhibited you? 3.) What is your
overall impression of the Trinity
College community in regards to
its acceptance of gays? 4.) "Have
you ever been verbally or physically harassed because of being
gay? or Have youbeen in a situation in which gay people in general
were spoken of negatively, and
how did you feel? 5.) Have the various awareness raising activities
dealing with homosexuality helped
you?6.) What do you view as the
most important thing non-gay persons could do to make Trinity more
sensitive to the needs of gay people? 7.) Do you have any additional
words about being gay that you
would like to share with the Trinity community?
. Below are the responses to these
questions. All names have been
changed to ensure anonymity. Sylvia
I am bisexual.
I have come out to my friends
but was afraid to do so at first
because I thought they would pull
away from me. They have accepted me and our relationships
have been enhanced. Coming out
to friends has also made discussing
sexuality in general more comfortable.*
I feel that the issue is being
talked aboput alot and students are
being exposed to gay people, and
their concerns. Some students understand that gays should have all
civil rights and protections but feel
that they are tired of the issue. I
sometimes feel alienated because
when the signs are down and no
one's talking about i t , bisexuality
doesn't leave my life. I'm still here
and peole aren't realizing the difficulty I experience because people
don't understand me.
I've had nightmares that I would
be harassed if I were to come out.

I've come to a point where I don't
care about the people who speak
negatively of gays because they refuse to see me as a whole person
and simply categorize me as a bisexual.
The awareness raising activities
have helped me because I was able
to observe the actions of others as
they responded to homosexuality.
Some responded very positively to
certain activities including people
wearing pink ribbons in support of
gay rights. Also, I've seen many
negative reactions. Many don't
take gay issues seriously. Overall
I am pleased to see that regardless
of the reactions there is some response — people are thinking about
homophobia and heterosexism. It
is comforting to know that on some
level I am not living in this environment and dealing with different reactions to my sexuality alone.
Heterosexuals are realizing that
they have friends who are gay, are
speaking out in support of gay
rights. I would like to see more
heterosexuals speaking out.
Bob
I am gay.
Yes, I have come put to all my
friends and they took it very well.
My sexual orientation doesn't
bother them in the least bit, and
we're able to talk openly about it.
On the whole I don't think people are very accepting. Part of this
is due to the fact that there aren't
a lot of visible gays on campus.
There needs to be more exposure
to gay people.
I have heard many people speak
negatively about gays. For example, on Gay Pride Day, I was wearing a ribbon and people made some
negative comments. I didn't think
much of the people who commented. I thought there would be
more intelligent people at Trinity.
In reaction to such comments I arranged my ribbon to be more visible.
The awareness raising activities
make gay issues more visible, so
that they can be dealt with intelligently. Because of them I don't
feel alone, and realize that there
are other people with similar feelings.
The campus community needs to
understand that people are different. People have different likes and
feelings. Let people be what they
want • to be . Let people grow,
learn, and experience what they
want to. That would make the
Trinity a better place. One can be
homophobic but one shouldn't impose their views on others because
they make people uncomfortable
about coming out
I would like to say that I don't
think being gay is anything special, it is just something I happen
to be. It is no big deal.
Lucy
I am gay.
No, I haven't come out to many
people because the atmosphere at
Trinity isn't all that accepting, and
I am still doing some exploring of
myself. It would be difficult to
come out because it isn't that supportive here.
People on campus who are very
accepting are very supportive.
Many who call some one a fag say
it is a friendly term. But I really
don't think so. Coming out on a
grand scale is not something I
would do. It is private.and more of

an exploration of myself. It is not
only finding that I am attracted to
people of the same sex , but com- .
ing to know who and what I am.
Some people I know make snide
remarks about my being gay. No
one has responded violently toward me because I'm gay. No, I
haven't heard many negative remarks about gays because I don't
associate with people who would
speak so negatively about gay people.
Because of various activities on
campus I've become a bit more relaxed about my being gay. In my
freshman year I wasn't willing to
deal with the subject of my homosexuality. Because of the open dis- •
cussion on campus, I could
participate in a discussion and not
necessarily reveal my sexuality. I
could simply listen and raise questions freely. In the past, I felt I
would be labelded immediately if I
attented discussions about homosexuality.
Non-gays are tolerant of gay
people but aren't necessarily supportive. The administration should
be a bit more supportive of what
gay people are doing; The gay support group on campus should be
structured along the lines of the
Women's Center. A lesbian/gay/
bisexual alumnae/i association,or a
network among area agencies and
colleges would be helpful in linking
Trinity with the Hartford community. Trinity is isolated and I sometimes feel isolated. I.wish I knew
more gay people.
.
I wish I could be on this carnpus
and not have to worry about what
people will think when I develop a
close relationship with a person of
the same sex. People assume thp
because I'm gay the people I asso
date with are gay. People need to
be more open minded enough to let
people be themselves.
George
I am gay.
No, I haven't come out to any
one because I fear being rejected.
You don't really know who you can
trust. It is difficult to know how
even your close friends will take
what I tell them.
I haven't discussed the issue of
homosexuality with many people.
My perception , i.e., through the
Tripod, the majority of pple don't
seem very open or accepting of gay
people. I'm sure that there are a
few accepting people, so few that
it wouldn't make much of a difference.
No, I Haven't been harassed because no one knows that I am gay.
Yes, I hear negative comments
about gays every day..Even more
so now that the Tripod has dealt
with it in an open fashion. This
brings to mind my roommates
from last year. They didn't know
that I was gay but made jokes
about gays. They also put gay people down. I didn't really take offence because they were joking
around. But jf they knew I was gay
and continued, I would be upset.
Because they make fun of gay people doesn't necessarily mean
they're making fun of me.
My roommates were closed
minded about many things and
homosexuality was one in particular. They inquired about my sexuality and I denied it. I felt bad
that I couldn't be who I was and
had to live a lie, but they were
intolerant and I felt that what they
didn't know wouldn't hurt them.
First of all I can't say that the
awareness activities helped me because I didn't attend them. There
were a few activities that I wanted
to .attend and would have , save
for the fact that I was afraid. Indirectly, by bringing the out it has
. helped me. It helped me meet another gay person; someone I could

come out to. Just by the fact that
homosexuality was discussed in the
Tripod helped me think more about
it and to take action in regards to
the issue.
I think that as a community,
Trinity should be more accepting.
I think homosexuality ios a personal issue and I don't think it's
really anyone's business except
those involved. The community
should acknowledge the fact that
some people at Trinity are gay. If
they know that someone is gay
then it shouldn't affect how they
treat such a person.
People should realize that gay
people, like non-gays are emotioanlly attracted to others , and
desire long-term relationships. Gay
are not only interested in sex. For
me, it is not primarily a physical
attraction, I desire a loving relationship with a man.
Whether one is gay or not
'doesn't matter, it is irrelevant.
But, I can see where a friend's
being gay might cause problems
for a non-gay person. He or she
might think that the gay person
will attempt to court him or her.
The basis of my fear of coming out
is that non-gays will assume that
I'm sexually interested in them.
This fear on the part of non-gays
is unfounded. Aside from this I
think that nongays have just as
large a dilemna as gays because
they have difficulty handling gay
people.
Harold
I am bisexual.
I nave not come out to maiiypeo- •«pie. I wonder how people would
react. On one level I don't want to
be labeled ; , but I know that by
coming out I would be able to meet
other people who have similar feelings. In the past year I was in a
relationship with a man and it
helped me define myself a bit more.
Ajg a whole, there is indifference
in regards to gay issues. I think
the community would rather be indifferent to the issue. It is easier
to deal with homosexuality by
being indifferent. When it comes
to suggesting that gay people are
a great group then hostilities are
elicited and people react strongly.
I haven't been harassed because
I'm not out to nmany people.
Yes, I have been in the presence
of people who speak negatively
about gay people. Sometimes I feel
like saying something. What. I do
say is that each person has the
right to be themselves. Most of the
time I withhold my comment and
put up with the situation. When I
don't speak up I feel bad because I
feel I'm betraying myself.
The awareness raising activities
make me feel good because the issue is being talked about. The word
is out. It makes me feel better and
gives me a sense of security.
I feel that there should be more
awareness raising activities. We
need to provide an environment in
which people could be able to come
out. We must instruct ourselves
because people have so many prejudices that must be worked on.
People should confront those who
use derogatory terms in regards to
gay people. We must take a position that people won't necessarily
appreciate. By confronting others
you would be challenging ignorance.
When I am in an accepting environment like a gay bar I Feel
good about myself. Why keep that
freedom reserved to bars, people
need to be accepting outside of gay
dominated environments. Homosexuality will be seen as more normal if more people would be
accepting.
.
Andrew
I am gay.
I have come out to all my friends

and my they have Been very supportive.
I think that if the students who
are gay were to come out and be
open about their sexuality the
Trinity community would be much
more supportive than we might
think. In myn experience students
have been mature about the issue.
It is so unfortunate "that so many
people stay in the closet because
they help perpetuate the stereotypes. I don't think its the fault of
the copmmunity at large.
No, I have never been physieallyn harassed.
When I've been around people
saying anti-gay comments, I have
felt pretty lousy. In my last two
years here I have begun speaking
out against such comments. But
noe when I am confronted with a
similar situation I come out and
question people's views and statements.
In regards to the awareness raising activities, I felt theyn were
more helpful to the community at
large, i feel I run a homophobia
workshop everyday of my life with
my roommates and friends. I am
an example to the straight community that a gay person can be
normal. My hallmates treat me
well and are aware Of who I am
dating. I think that by providing
an example through my daily life I
help combat homophobia.In my experience, I have also come across
intolerance.Some peoplewho were
friendly acquaintances don't seem
as close because of my openness
aboutmy sexuality. It's too bad.
Non-gay persons need to educate themselves about homosexuality and bisexuality. Also , if all
the people who are gay would come
out and provide examples then
Trinity students - would be educated.
People should also be sensitive
about the terms they use such as,
"don't be such a fag" or "that's
queer", etc.
I would like to say that my life is
wonderful and that certainly I believe although gay people are oppressed that there is certainly the
opportunity to overcome it. There
are a lot of supportive people. One
can be happy and successful as a
gay person.
It is quite evident from these interviews that people are struggling with the homophobia on this
campus. Their psychological wellbeing is at stake and very few nongay people seem to be concerned.
When organizations and individuals suggest that gays on campus
' should be less vocal the Trinity
community must rise up to challenge such intolerance. It has been
a decade since the Amereican Psychiatric and Psychological Associations removed homosexuality
from their list of illnesses. Gays
can live productive, beautiful lives
in long-term loving relationships
with people of the same sex.
Trinity college must act to combat homophobia on this campus if
it is to be true to its stated high
ethical standards. Some of our fellow students are suffering from alienation and the intolerance of
others. Many contemplate suicide
and have confided in me about how
fearful they are of others learning
about their homosexuality. The
question we all must answer is how
can we in our daily lives make
Trinity college a more supportive
environment for gays? It is my
hope that the Trinity community
will employ its vast personal resources in combatting homophobia
and heterosexism.

John Bonelli is a graduating senior at Trinity

T
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RTS& ENTERTAINMENT
Desire Under the Elms at the Hartford Stage
by Catherine Nemser

From April 16 to May 19, Eugene O'Neill's Desire Under the
Elms is being performed at the
Hartford Stage. The play takes
place on the Cabot's New England
farm in 1850.
The first part opens in the early
summer with Ephraim Cabot's two
eldest sons talking about leaving
the farm and living on their own
in California. The third son, Eben,
is the child from Ephraim's.second
marriage. His mother, who originally owned the farm, died when
Eben was young. He wants the
farm for the sake of his mother's
memory and manages get his
brothers to sign a document giving
him the rights to their share of the
farm. By having stolen his father's
money, he is able to pay them off.
When the boys discover that
their father has remarried, the
first two head off for California
realizing that their father might
disinherit them. Eben remains to
struggle against the new bride for
his rights to the farm.
When Abbie, Ephraim's new
wife enters, she tries to befriend
Eben. He immediately scorns her

thinking that she is after the farm.
In fact, he is correct in his assumptions as Abbie declares that she
has had a hard life and feels that
she derserves some reward for her
suffering.
The moment she sees Eben, the
dramatic pause indicates that they
are infatuated with each other.
Abbie uses this in order to get
Eben to give up his fight for the
farm. Eben, that night, goes off to
his forty year old lover who also
happened to be his father's lover a
long time ago.
Neill has set up an Oedipal complex where Eben, very attached to
his mother, finds a mother figure
in his lover and later in Abbie. Plus
he hates his father and would like
to destroy him in order to be with
Abbie, a mother substitute. Power
struggles are created between Abbie and Eben and. Eben and his
father for control of the farm.
Whoever owns the farm has the
power and control.
In the second part, Abbie tells
Eben to stop fighting his instincts
and to listen to nature. She says
that he has to grow. This speech,
filled with phallic references, is her
first attempt to seduce him. He is
repulsed by her and sees through
her seduction plot. After, Abbie dicovers that Ephraim is going to
keep the farm in his blood and

BLOOM COUNTY
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leave it to Eben. She tells him that
she wants to have a son with him
so that he can keep it in the family.
She also mentions that Eben is
"lusting" for her. Ephraim says
that if she could give him a son, he
would promise her the farm.
That night, she seduces Eben
convincing him that his mother's
ghost is not angered by her action.
He thinks that making love with
Abbie will revenge his mother's
death.He feels that she died because of his father's lack of tenderness.
The third part takes place in the
late spring, and Abbie has just had
a baby. Ephraim believes that it is
his son, but, in reality, it is Eben's
child. Eben learns from his father
during a quarrel about Abbie's plot
to claim the farm. Enraged by her

deception, he tells Abbie that he
no longer loves her, wants to give
up the farm and wishes that his
son were dead. Not wanting to lose
him, she proves her love for him
by murdering their son. Out of
horror, Eben runs off to get the
sheriff. Then he comes back and
forgives Abbie. In the end, the two
lovers go off to jail as Ephraim is
left alone on the farm.
Abbie's manipulation and deception at first give her depth and
complexity. The combination of the
desire for the farm, self-preservation and for Eben, sensuality, creates the tension. Unfortunately,
the intensity drops as the ambiguity of whether she really loves
Eben or whether she is an opportunist is cleared up with her falling
in love with Eben. In the second

The New Summer Season at Oakclale
The management of Connecti- . great talents of Peter, Paul and
cut's celebrated Summer Theatre
Mary on the 25th. Another TV
announced today the lineup for
great, and talented singer, Robert
their 32nd anniversary season.
Guilliaume, star of BENSON, will
Stars for everybody, will be perbe singing on July 28th.
forming under the heavens this
Coming up in August will be the
year. It will truly be a summer to
Everly Bros, on the 2nd, with
remember.
Buddy Hackett on August 3 and
Smokey Robinson and the MiraThe season will open.on June 9
cles on Friday, August 9. Crystal
with Air Supply. The season conGayle will be performing on Autinues with: Jeffrey Osborne on
gust 10.
July 5, James Brown/Wilson Pickett on July 6 and an exciting show
Dom DeLuise, famous star of
called HAPPY TOGETHER on
stage and screen will be the guest
July 11 starring The Turtles, The
star on "Sunday, August 18. The
Buckinghams, and Gary Lewis and
show will be preceded on the 16th
the Playboys.
with the fine singing talents of Engelbert Humperdinek. Kool and the
Billy Crystal, celebrated star of
Gang, the sell-out show every seaSOAP and The New Saturday
son, will be performing on August
Night Live Show, will be at Oakdale on July 20 followed by the - 23, followed by Frankie Valli and

Audubon Drawings on Display

toy Berke Breathed

On display at the Watkinson Library at Trinity is an exemplary
example of John James Audubon's
principal work — the elephant folio
edition of "Birds of America."
This past.April 26 marks the
200th anniversary of the birth of
Audubon, the great American ornithologist, painter and naturalist.
The Trinity edition, which was
donated to the College in 1900, has
been called the most outstanding
example of Audubon's work in existence.
"Birds of America" consists of.
435 color plates of drawings made
by Audubon of the birds native to
North America, i n the 1820's he
sought out an artist to publish his
drawings, and finally settled onttie
engraver; Robert Havell of Lon-

don. There are estimated to be between 175 and 200 complete sets.
• About 148 of these can now be.accountedfor. _
The set owned by Trinity College originally belonged to the engraver, Robert Havell, who
selected each, plate as he colored
them. The set was given to Trinity
in 1900 by Gurdon W. Russell, an
alumnus from the class of 1834.
The elephant folio edition of "Birds
of America" is the largest gift ever
received by the Trinity College Library.
The Watlcinson Library.is open
weekdays 8:30 am to 4:30 pm. The
curator is Dr. Jeffrey Kaimowitz.
Karen Clarke is the curator of the
ornithological collection.

Printmaking Summer Workshop

Schweitzer Exhibit

Federal Depository
library Program
This program is supported by The Advertising Council
and is a public service ol this publication.

A retrospective : exhibit titled
"Remembering Albert Schweitzer:
The Man, his Mind, and his Message of Peace and Love, in the
World Today" will is being held in
the second floor gallery of Mather
Campus Center at Trintiy College
from 10 am to 8 pm, May 8 though
June 22. The exhibit is open to the
public, free of charge.

part when she actually cares for
him, the play becomes too melodramatic and less forceful.
The tension created between Abbie and Eben should have been
sustained in order to maintain the
depth of their characters.
All in all, the play was very well
done, especially Frances Fisher as
Abbie. As a seductress, a nurturing mother figure, woman in love
or a person struggling to survive,
she projects her feelings skillfully.
The other leading cast members
include Victor Slezak as the passionate, firey Eben, and James
Greene as the insensitive, foolish
Ephraim Cabot.
This play, although well acted, is
definitely not one of O'Neill's best.
The characters lack the depth and
the realism of his greater plays.

Warrihgton Colescott, internationally known artist and printmaker, will be at the Hartford Art
School; University of Hartford, the
week, of June 3 for a summer print
workshop. He will produce a multicolor intaglio print, edition at. the
school's printshop.
' Frances Myers will be the
j printer, proofing the plates and
' editioning the print. The workshop, designed for advanced printmaking students and professionals,
is a continuation of many previous
collaborations at the Hartford Art
School between important artists
and professional printers.
Artists who have previously produced prints at the workshop include Jim Dinej Larry Rivers,
James Rosenquist,: Helen Fran-

kenthaler and Susan Rothenberg.
Professional printers such as
Maurice Sanchez and Donald S^ff
have editioned the work. .
Works by Colescott, who is the
Professor of Graphic Art at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
are in most American and many
international print collections. His
techniques have been described in
many of the definitive studies of
contempory printmaking.
A visiting lecturer at the University of Wisconsin, Myers's work is
in the collection of major museums
in this country and has exhibited
widely abroad.
The workshop is funded in part
by a grant from the Aeroflex
•Foundation. For information about
the workshop, call 243-4393.
.

the Four Seasons August 25 and
the multi-talented singing sensation, George Benson on August 29.
More negotiations are still underway and Oakdale hopes to announce more exciting names in the
future.
:
The Oakdale Musical Theatre is
accepting mail order reservations
now with a self addredded stamped
envelope and handling charge, For
information on the shows call 2698721 or watch for adds appearing
in your Sunday papers.

Haitian Art
The vivid symbolic art of Haiti is
the focus of a summer exhibition
at the Yale University Art Gallery,
"Artists in Tune with Their World:
Popular Art of the Americas from
the Selden Rodman Collection," on
view at the museumfrom May 22
through September 29,1985.
The exhibiton features 32 paintings and sculpture by well-known
Haition artists from the extensive
collection of Seldon Rodman, noted
critic, collector, and author of several books on popular art from
North and South America.
In many of these popular artists'
works, there is a fascinating mixture of imagery and rituals borrowed from many sources,;
including African, Roman Catho. lie, and native Haitian culture, with
colors and patterns carrying special meaning, often closely tied to
a lengthy tradition of vodv/n (commonly called "voodoo") ritual.
The exhibition opening will be •
celebrated by lectures by Sedlen
Rodman and Robert Farris
Thompson, Professor of Art History at Yale and the essayist for
the exhibition's catalogue.
These two lectures, open free of
charge to the public, will take place
at 4:00 pm in the Art Gallery Lee- :
ture Hall on May 22.
The Yale University Art Gallery
is open Tuesday through Saturday
10:00 am-5;00 pm, Thursday Evening 6:00-9:00 pm, and Sunday
2:00-5:00 pm. Admission is free,

Concert Pianist at AAC
Concert pianist Stanley Hummel,
will perform works by Chopin,
Schumann, Medtner and Strauss-v.
Tausig on Tuesday, May 14 at 7:30
pm in Garmany Halll of the Austin
Arts Center. Admission is $3,00 at
the door. Call the Austin Artsibox.
office at 527-8062 for more information.
•••.:..
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ORE SPORTS
Hello Sports Fans

- s

Allow me to introduce myself. I'm Marc Esterman and I'm the new
Sports Editor.
Let me tell you a little bit about myself. I'm currently a junior, majoring
in History, and I've been writing for the Tripod sports section since
freshman year, covering soccer, hockey, and baseball.
I am, quite simply, a sports fanatic and I hope to convey that enthusiasm
to you in future columns and articles.
I follow the Mets, Jets, Knicks, and Rangers with a passion. Although I
root for all of my favorite teams with fervor, the Mets occupy the number
one spot in my heart. Want proof? Well, I went to the fifth and final game
of the 1969 World Series (Mets vs. Orioles) — at the age of five; I think
I'm the only person who would lie about his age in order to get into the
16-and-under Mets' Super-Fan Club to receive free Met decals; I even
wrote my Trinity application essay on what it was like growing up as a
Bud Harrelson fan. (Buddy played shortstop for the Mets from 1967-1976.
Maybe someone in the Admissions Department is a Mets fan also?). I
guess you could say that I was weaned on Flushing Franks and Harry M.
Stevens soda.
During my first three years at Trinity, I've had the pleasure of knowing
and working with Robie Shults (manager of the baseball team and coach

•-&» i - s t y y f .

Tuesday Afternoon
Men's track is 19-1-1 over 3 years.
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MARC ESTERMAN
of the soccer team) and John Dunham (coach of the hockey team), two of
the nicer and more cooperative members of the Trinity faculty. I look
forward to continuing my association with those two gentlemen and making new ties with the rest of the Trin sports community next year as
Sports Editor.
I've also made a friend in Dave Nagle, our Sports Information Director.
I've found that its' most beneficial to be on good terms with the S.I.D.,
particularly when you need updated team statistics at the last minute.
Regardless of the intrinsic benefits, I like Dave anyway, even if he is a
Phillies fan.
Finally, I'd like to thank Steve Gellman, my predecessor, for all of his
help, support, and friendship over the years. Steve's proven that he's a
good writer, fine editor, and knowledgable sports fan in his years at
Trinity. Steve and I share a lot in common, including our dislike for the
New York Islanders. But I think what I like most about Steve is his taste
in naming his successor. Now if he'd only forget about the Orioles and
root full-time for the Mets he wouldn't be half-bad.
Good luck Steve, and, to the returning members, of the Trin sports world,
-thasea5great summer andX'li see you nextfall!
, ; , ; ::- i: - .""•. . .,

Squash's Doyle And
Georgy Turn Pro
by John Anz
Special To Tripod

Men's lacrosse posted a 9-4 mark this year.

Women's lacrosse won its 3rd straight N1AC title

photo by Tara Tracey

photo by Tara Tracey

Through the century Trinity has
always had respectable mens'
squash programs; always competitive, and occasionally near the top.
. Even some people who went on to
become squash greats passed
through the doors of Ferris. Some
will remember Don Mills in the
'50's, and of course Mark Talbott's
short tenure here in 1979. Talbott
dropped out of Trinity after a semester's work only to become possibly the greatest American ever
to play the game.
Despite such notables, in recent
years the squash program has once
again risen to great heights behind
the racquet expertise- of-two-menx
Bill Doyle and Mike Georgy. Since
their matriculation at Trinity in
1981, the men's squash team has
climbed through the ranks of the
National Intercollegiate Squash
Racquets Association. Their careers were climaxed this year
when they lead the team to a #2
national ranking, bettered only by
the boys from Harvard.,
1
Doyle and Georgy did not come
alone. This year's senior class
brought the likes of Doug Burbank, John Conway, Sandy Monaghan, Art Strome, and Andrew
Emery. All of these men have
played pivotal roles in the team's
success these past four years.
But let's give credit where credit
is due. Doyle and Georgy have
made Trinity squash what it is today. They are not simply individu, als but a team in themselves. When
they graduate in a few weeks, a
seven year partnership will have
ended.
Theone-two punch of Doyle and

Georgy, so well remembered here
at Trinity, was originally the
Georgy-Doyle show at the Moses
Brown School in Providence,
Rhode Island. There, in 1981, they
culminated fine high school careers when Georgy became the Interscholastic
Champion
and
brought home the team championship for Moses Brown.
Since then, both men have shed
their youthful shells, emerging as
two of this country's finest squash
players. In four years, between
them they have been recognized as
All-Americans six times. And, only
weeks ago, capping off one of this
college's great careers, Doyle was
selected as this year's Senior-Athlete.
Doyle and Georgy have treated
the Trinity community to wonderful" m~drfient§r43ie excitement felt
at some of these events,',"a& -380——
people screamed and cheered, will
likely remain with many of us for
quite some time.
Those who witnessed Doyle's
match last year against Williams'
Greg Zaff, and Georgy's two contests this year against Yale's Will
Carlin and Princeton's Christian
Griffin, may have seen the three
greatest matches ever played at
Ferris, certainly in recent history.
But graduation ends only part- .
nership. The rivalry , friendship,
and competition will continue.
Doyle has already traversed the
amateur ranks in pursuit of a
professional career, and Georgy
will follow suit, turning "pro" in
September.
Doyle and Georgy brought more
than just their squash ability to
Trinity. They added a dimension of
enthusiasm and camaraderie which
will be sorely missed after they
graduate.
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ORE SPORTS
Softball Splits Two
Finishes At 4-8
by Margaret M. Figueroa
Sports Staff
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Trin is the most improved lax team in the NESCAC.

Men's Lax Troiincecl By MIdclIebury
Last Wednesday's 15-6 loss to
Middlebury in the New England
playoffs ended the Bants' season
for 1985. Though the season ended
on a losing note, it has been the
best season for men's lacrosse
since 1980.
Middlebury came out pumped up
for the game and stayed that way
for the next four quarters. Trinity
_was able to hang on for the first

game. The Bants could not do anything right. Trin dropped passes
and seemed unable to get to any
ground balls. Also, the Bants were
rarely able to clear the ball and
this prevented them from developing any continual offense.
Middlebury was a team the
Bants could have beaten on another day. It so happened that
Middlebury was at its best when
the Bants were down.
Trinity has come a long way this
season and it is quite possible that
the Bants are the most improved

bone of the offense. With two more
years ahead they can only get bet1
ter with experience.
The Bants will have Paul Ferrucci back for goalie which will give
the Bants some of the best goalkeeping in Division III.
Trin will lose Hallet, Picone,
Hopkins, Shackelford, and Ryan to
graduation but will still be a very
good team.
Admitedly, the loss of so many
good, experienced defensive players will be hard to replace, but
Coach Darr remains confident.

At the end of the first quarter,
Middlebury had taken the lead 32. Trinity came back in the second
quarter, to outscore Middlebury 43. The game was tied at 6-6 going
into the half.
The third quarter opened and
Middlebury took control of the

young a team, the Bants will be a
team to contend with for the next
couple of years.
. The top seven scorers, Dave
Boone, Ed Meyercord, Scott Zoellner, Rob Beede, Chris Smith, John
Self, and Scott Chisholm, are all
sophomores and they are the back-

sistent this year and outscored its
opposition in total goals while compiling a 9-4 record, a vast improvement from last year's 3-7 mark.
Judging from their performance
this year, the Bants can look forward to even better things next
year.

by Tom Swiers
Sports Staff

Federal Depository library Program
This program is supported by The Advertising Council and is a public service of this publication.

V«TennIs Upsets Army
by Eric Newberg
Sports Staff
Last week the varsity tennis
team improved its record with two
wins, before losing the season finale to Conn College. Trinity won
a. squeaker over usually" weak
Springfield College and then pulled
off a stunning upset over Army,
finishing the season with a 4-6 record.
The team travelled to SpringT
field expecting an easy win. However, as the match wore on, a
defeat seemed possible.
Peter Appleton, coming off a
great performance in the New
Englands, needed three sets to dispose of his opponent 4-6, 6-3, 6-1.
Jeff Lang lost in three sets to a
unique player. Captain Art Strome
continued to win with a 7-6 (12-10)
6-3 victory. Don Moran also easily
disposed of his opponent 6-2, 6-3.
Eric Smith lost at number five,
while Andy Petrieoff lost only his
match at number six. After singles, the score was tied 3-3.
The team needed to win two of
the three doubles matches. The
number three team of NewbergPetricoff suffered its third defeat
of the year as it lost 2-6, 6-3, 6-3.
The first team of Moran-Strome
lost the first set and victory
seemed far away. However, the

seniors on the team rallied, with
Moran-Strome winning the next
two sets easily 6-4, 6-3.
Lang-Appleton dominated their
opponents as they won too.' The
final score was a close 5-4 victory
over Springfield. All five wins
were by the seniors.
The tennis team played its last
home match of the season against
Army. Army, a division I school,
had beaten Trinity the past four
years, however this year an upset
was achieved.
Appleton lost to • an extremely
good player 6-2, 6-2. Lang also lost
to a good player 6-4, 6-2. Captain
Strome came through with a big
victory at number three winning
6-4, 6-4. Moran won 6-3, 6-3 in a
fine display of serve-and-volleying.
Smith played well, but lost 6-3, 64 to a tough player. Finally, Petrieoff, in a marathon match, won 64, 2-6, .7-6 (7-5) to tie the score
after singles at 3-3.
Before; the third doubles team
began, both the one and two teams
were off. Army won at number one
in a tough three set win over
Strome-Moran. Lang and Appleton easily defeated the number two
,. team to tie the match at 4-4. Newberg-Vanthof, playing number
three, were left to decide the
match. This team played very well
and easily won 6-2, 6-4 to clinch
the upset.

The women's varsity Softball
team concluded its season last
week by splitting its last two
games, upping its final record to
4-8.
In the first game, the team travelled to South Hadley to face a
strong Mt. Holyoke squad. Trin
was defeated 11-1 and experienced
problems right from the start.
Pitcher Donna Gilbert started
out slowly, walking the first batter
and allowing hits to the next two.
By the end of the second inning,
Gilbert had allowed three walks
and was receiving little help in the
field. With four errors, the Bants
seemed to have trouble finding the
handle on the ball. This combination allowed Mt. Holyoke to score
five runs.
Over the next two innings, the
Bants did little to help their situation while Mt. Holyoke scored, six
more runs,
'Trinity's only run came in the
sixth inning. With one out, Jeanne
Monnes hit a double and was driven home by the next batter, Lisa
Lake, who lined a double. Monnes
and Lake, who each had two hits,
provided two thirds of the hitting
for Trinity. Debbie Owen and
Laura Couch contributed a single
apiece, but the remainder of the
team had hitting difficulties.
All in all, Trin couldn't get anything going and played a game
they'd much rather forget.
The tide turned, however, in the
Hams Colllege. Trinity'ended its
1985 seaon in style, playing one of
its finest games in defeating the
Williamstown club, 3-1. •"•
Despite the cold and rainy
weather, Gilbert was back to her
top notch self, putting down Willir
lams' batters one-two-three for the
first four innings.

Gilbert's three-hitter was supported by Trinity's good fielding
and htting.
The Bants got on the Scoreboard
first by tallying one run on three
hits during the first inning.
After Gilbert flied out to left, Sis
Van Cleve attacked with a triple
to right. Strong hitting Monnes
drove in Van Cleve with her rbi
single up the middle. Lake followed Monnes with a single, but
both runners were left stranded.
The team scored again in the
fourth when Owen led off the inning with a triple down the right
field line. Maria Ollari, who is filling in for injured captain Cathy
O'Brien at second, layed down a
perfect squeeze bunt, to put Trinity up 2-0.
Williams' only scoring of the day
occured in the fifth inning when
Gilbert gave up her first hit of the
contest.
The Williams batter singled, advanced to second on a wild pitch,
moved to third on an infield error,
and came around on another single. However, Trinity's defense
made amends for the run when Sue
Babcock completed an outstanding
double-play to get out of the inning. Babcock caught a hard drive
in left and made a strong throw to
catcher Karen Carney, who tagged
the runner as she tried to cross
home on the play.
The Bants scored an insurance
run in the sixth with the help of
some sloppy Williams defense.
Owen reached first on a fielder's
choice, moved to second on a wild
pitch, and to third on a passed ball.
Ollari connected for her second rbi
.»•* oi'tJjegaiBejwliien sbeTipped a single past short to score Owen.
The game was a fine way for.
seniors Gilbert, Monnes, Couch,
and O'Brien to complete their softball careers at Trinity. Though a
4-8 record may not reflect it, the
team worked hard all year and the
win over Williams was indicative
of the team's spirit.

Federal Depository
library Program
To find one in your
area, contact your
local library or write:
Federal Depository
Library Program,
Office of the Public
Printer, Washington,
DC 20401.

Men's Track
continued from page 1.6.
Stauffer rounded out the scoring
with a sixth place toss in the discus
competition.
Haybes will be joined by Obi at
the Nationals this year at Denison
University in Ohio. These two,
along with Barry, Hill and Drew
also earned trips to the Division I
New Englands which are held at
M.I.T.
The Bantams are looking forward to next year's success as they
hope to extend Coach Foster's 191-1 three year record.

Dad-Vail
continued from page 16.
'Coast Guard won the gold in that
event.
A similar fate befell the freshman heavies. They too finished
with the fourth fastest semifinal
time but it was only good for fourth
in their heat and a place in the
stands for the finals.
Trin's fourth boat to reach the
finals was the. J.V. lightweight.

• photo by Tara Tracey :

Lacrosse lost to Middlebury, 15-6.
eight. Trin rowed strongly over the
final 500 meters and grabbed
fourth behind Coast Guard, FIT,
and the University of Rhode Island. The Bants were less than a
length behind URI.
Trinity's women rowers did not
have th'e best of it in Philly. The
varsity women completed a most
disappoiting season with a fifth

place finish in their Friday heat.
The J;V. women, actually, a second novice eight, finished sixth in
their heat and failed to qualify.
Trinity's novice women's eight
faired a little better, winning,their,
heat on Friday to advance to Saturday's semi. However, on Satur-,
day Trinity finished: sixth in the
first heat, 7.9 seconds off the third
qualifying boat.
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Baseball Ends Year
On A Losing Note
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
When Robie Shults returned
from Florida at the start of the
baseball season, his young team
was off to a 4-3 start, had played
well, and had showed promise.
Shults called his team "gutsy" and
was "optimistic" about the future
of the club, which he felt would be
spearheaded by his pitching staff,
"the strength of the team".
Well, 14 losses and only five wins
later, those hopes have faded.
Shults now concedes that this was
a rebuilding year. Funny how a 917 record can turn a "promising"
team into a "young and inexperienced" team. But then again, weak
hitting and inconsistent pitching
can dash any manager's hopes.
"It was a disappointing year for
us," said Shults.
"Mike Criscione, who was 5-1
last year, didn't have the year he
was capable of (1-4) and came up
with a sore arm. The hamstring
injury to our centerfielder Tyler
Vartenigian also hurt our defense.
Our infield was entirely new, with
the exception of John Barton at
short. As of now, he's the only one
with a sure spot next year. Infield
errors really hurt us this year."
In addition to injuries, Shults
cites inexperience as a key reason
for Trin's poor record.
"We were a very young team,"
explains Shults. "This year was a
rebuilding year for us. There were
times when we had a freshman on
the mound (like Matt Bergeron),

ranked around number three in
New England with a 22-5 record,
by the score of 12-4.
Southpaw Ed Butler (2-3, 2
saves), who slumped the second
half of the year, pitched 8 1/3 innings and took the loss.
The Bantams jumped out in front
4-0 after one inning as they put
together four hits, including Andy
Filler's rbi double. John Montgomery drove in another run, while
the other two scored on a wild
pitch and an error. But Trinity
could muster only six more hits the
rest of the game and saw its lead
evaporate to 4-3 in the second after
a three-run homer.
• Murphy VanderVelde had three
hits for Trin, while freshman T.J.
Turner, who ripped the ball in the
second half of the season, was
robbed of a home run.
. The Bants then travelled to
Eastern Connecticut for the season finale. Eastern Conn is ranked
number two in New England and
number three in the nation in Division I I I The Bants lost 9-2 as'
Mark Hamel (4-3) hurled seven
frames.
"We were definately overmatched, there's no question about
it," said Shults. "They're a very
strong team and do a lot of things
well. But we played o.k. We didn't
embarass ourselves."
Unfortunately, that's not enough
to win ball games.
John Barton put Trinity up 2-0
in the first with a homer and collected two of Trin's four hits on
the evening. Trin's only other serious scoring rally came in the
•tih-.whi

"

'

a sophomore at first (Andy Filier),
corners with one out. A doubleand freshmen at second (Frank
play killed that chance.
Bonomo), and third (Tom BroderThe Bants were beset, all seaick)." .
son, by poor hitting and streaky
The outfield consisted of sophopitching.
mores Murphy VanderVelde. and
, Bill Markowitz, the regular secRich Nagy and senior John Montond sacker, Turner, Montgomery,
gomery.
and VanderVelde hit pretty well, .
"We'll be better next year
but Trin wasn't able to get the big
though," predicts Shults. "We
hit when it really needed it.
found some bright spots this year,
And the pitching, which started
like T, J, Turner, and we have three
out well, turned sour as the season
or four freshmen pitchers coming
progressed. Hamel ended up as the
in next year. We'll ibe a year older . only pitcher with a better-thanso the possibilities look good."
.500 record (4-3).
Trin concluded its rather forgetHopefully, the team will get betable season last week by dropping
ter perfqrmances from its players
games to Amherst and Eastern
next year. If the young players reConnecticut, two Division III powturn and live up to Shults' expecerhouses.
.
tations, then Trin will improve
The Bantams lost to the homeupon its record next season. If not,
standing Lord Jeffs, who are
it could be 'another long spring.

Track Finishes 7 th
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
Head Coach Jim Foster's men's
track team wrapped up the major
part of the season with a seventh
place finish at the. New England
Division III Championship meet
this past week at Westfield State,
Strong relay placings and Senior
Dave Barry's second place finish
in the 1500 meter run paced the
Bantams' point scoring drive.
Barry, competing for the first
time in three weeks, pulled himself
through a tough race finishing a
near second to Mark Beenan of
Brandeis.
Barry's school record time of
3:52.88 placed hime just .18 off the
national Division III Championship qualifying time and establishes him as one' of the premier
middle distance runners in the nation. Incidentally, in this race,
Barry led until about 300 meters
remained, when Beenan, who has
already run a 4:01 mile this year,
passed him. Again, Barry's ability
to hang with and beat runners of
this caliber, despite an injured
hamstring, is a testament to his
running ability.
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Bill Markowitz was one of Trin's better lutters.

Earlier in the day, the'400 meter
relaly team of Matt Harthun, Dave
Banta, Mike Doetsch and Femi Obi
placed a narrow second to a very
strong team from Westfield State..
Obi later brought the 1600 meter
relay from third to first with a sub50 second anchor leg. The winning
team of Banta, Steve Drew, and
Krister Johnson defeated a, strong
field with a 3:22.8 clocking!
Bantam sprinters came up a little flat in the individual events. Obi
and Banta could muster no better
than fifth place finishes in the, 100
meter and 200 meter dashes respectively as strong competition
proved to be too much for these
fine sprinters.
Greg Hill ran a fine race in the
high hurdles yet was edged out for
a spot in the finals. Hill's time in
the trials did however tie a fine
school record. In the intermediate
hurdles, Drew advanced to the finals and ran a tough race, crossing
the line in 56.0
On the field, Senior Rich Haybes,
throwing with an. extremely sore
elbow, still managed a fourth place
finish. Haybes' earlier season toss
of 209 has already earned him a
trip to the Nationals. Junior Paul
continued on page 15.
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Men's track finished 7th in the New Engiands.

Frosh Lights Excel At Dad-Vail
by Stephen K. Gellman
Special to the Tripod
The simple fact of rowing is that
the time spent racing is inproportionate with that spent training.
No single day brings that fact
home more.clearly than Saturday
at the Dad Vail Regatta.
For Trinity, the whimsical nature of rowing was given special
meaning Saturday as the Bantams
experienced both the exstacy of
brilliant rows and the disappointment of defeat on the Skukyll
River in Philadelphia.
The high point came in the 'fresh-,
man lightweight eight championship. Trinity rowed a fantastic final
1000 meters to finish second, only
0.4 behind gold medalists New
Hampshire. How much is 0.4?
About 1/8 of a boat length.
Making the performance all the
more impressive was the gap between Trinity and the other four
boats. LaSalle grabbed the bronze,
finishing 9.7 seconds back of the
Bantams. Georgetown was third
(13.2 back of Trin), and Western
Ontario and Ithica brought up the
rear.
The gap over Georgetown was of
particular significance. The Hoyas
had edged the frosh lights at Princeton earlier in the spring. It was
the lights only defeat of the season.
"" i ,
'
The only other medal won by
Trinity, was a bronze by the J.V.
heavyweight eigJit.'Gping into the
final it was thought that Florida
; Institute of Technology (FIT) and
Temple were the superior boats in

the field. This proved to be the case
as FIT edged Temple over the last
500 meters.
For most of the race Purdue sat
in third, a bit more than a length
behind the leaders. However, Trinity surged past the Boilermakers
with about 200 meters to go to take
the bronze.
FIT finished in a time of 6:37.5,
Temple in 6:38.8, Trin in 6:43.4
and Purdue in 6:47.8. UMass and
New Hampshire finished fifth and
sixth respectively.
These two medels were the highlights for Trinity. They clearly
demonstrated that a year of hard
work can be rewarded at the Vail.
On the other side of the scale was
the fate of Trinity's varsity light- '
weight and varsity heavyweight
eights. Both were hurt by questionable semifinal pairings.
The varsity heavies' problems
had their origin in the original
seedings for Friday's heats. Mysteriously, Trinity was a third seed
(a place finisher) behind Temple
and UNH in the third heat. The
Bantams had won all but one of
their previous races, including wins
over Coast Guard, Williams and
Georgetown, However, Williams
and Coast Guard were put in much
easier heats where they finished
second while Georgetown won
their heat outright.
Seeding problems build like a
snowball rolling down hill and
things got worse for Trinity in
their Saturday semifinal. The Bantams ended up in a semi (three
boats to the final) with two-time
defending champion Temple, 1984
silver medalist Purdue, a very fast
FIT eight, UMass (the only boat to

beat Trin this spring), and Coast
Guard.
The other semi had two crews
Trin had beaten in the regular season, Williams and Georgetown,
along with George Washington,
UNH, Tufts, and Western On- .
tario.
Despite this misfortune, Trinity
rowed a brilliant semi, rallying
from fifth place to catch Purdue
with 400 to go and then nip UMass
at the wire by 0.4 seconds. Trinity's time was faster than UNH s
winning time in the first heat.
The qualifiers in the other heat
did not have to push themselves in
finishing in the top three. The
question for the afternoon final became one of Trinity's ability to put
another top race together.
The answer was disappointing.
The Bantams fell quickly into
fourth, behind UNH, FIT, and
Temple. The heavies picked their
stroke rate up at the 1000 meter
mark but could not close ground
on the front runners, In the final
meters Trin was nipped by Tufts
and the. Bantams finished fifth.
Temple rallied to win their its
straight Dad Vail gold medel. Fli.
was second and UNH third.
Seeding also played a significant
role in two other Bantam disappointments. The varsity lightweight eight rowed the fourth
fastest semifinal time. Unfortunately the other three were in their
heat, and Trin failed to quality.
Making things a bit more frustrating was the fact that the light3
came back to win the consolation
final in a time that would have been
good enough for third in the final.
continued on page 15.

imprint
May 1 5 /

1985

Dear Trinity Tripod Staff; Trinity Students and Administrators:
The School Newspaper Program Staff at Imprint; which prints
the Trinity Tripod on a weekly basis, wishes to extend our sincere
apologies for any confusion, inconvenience or embarrassment
caused by the improper impositioning of pages one and five in
the May 1, 1985 issue of the Trinity Triopod.
We have taken appropriate measures to insure this problem does
not occur in future press runs.
Again, we offer our sincere appologies for any inconvenience
and confusion over which pages were parody and real news.
Sincerely,

John Yuskis, Jr.
Sales Director

Karen Dowd
Customer Service Coordinator
School Newspaper Program

